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INTRODUCTION
Montgomery County continues to be a county in transition. Long-guided
by the vision established in the 1964 General Plan, On Wedges and
Corridors, the county has strong single-family neighborhoods, connected
corridor communities, vital urban centers and protected natural
resources. Development in the county is largely, though not entirely,
characterized by infill and redevelopment in our urban core and along our
transit corridors. Some communities, however, are still experiencing the
type of greenfield development that led to the adoption of the county’s
Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance in 1973. It is evident that a one-sizefits-all approach to growth management is not sufficient in a transforming
county as diverse as Montgomery County. Instead, the county needs a
flexible policy that adapts to changing growth contexts to ensure it can
remain effective for years to come.
Likewise, the county is faced with many growth-related challenges. Since
2010, the county’s population has grown less than 1 percent annually.
Although this is slower than in the past, the county continues to add
8,770 people per year. The county’s demographics are diversifying;
increasingly immigration is driving population growth. Incomes are also
growing, though not evenly for all populations. Regional housing goals
call for Montgomery County to add 41,000 new housing units, affordable
and attainable to all income levels, by 2030. The next four years will also
be marked by the new challenge of maintaining and growing the local
and regional economy within the constraints of the global COVID-19
pandemic.
It is within this framework that the Montgomery County Planning Board
strives to draft a new growth policy that is sensitive to different growth
contexts and their different impacts on the county’s infrastructure. We
also have to support other policy priorities, such as the county’s housing
targets as well as the General Plan update underway, with its focus on
community equity, economic health and environmental resilience. The
2016-2020 Subdivision Staging Policy helped to move the county in that
direction. Through a data-driven, stakeholder-informed effort, this update
to the policy ventures to complete that transition by asking one simple
question:
How can this policy help ensure the adequacy of public
infrastructure, to accommodate growth in the amounts, forms
and locations desired?
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW
What is the Subdivision Staging Policy?
The Subdivision Staging Policy – one of the many ways that Montgomery Planning helps to preserve the
excellent quality of life we enjoy in Montgomery County – is based on the idea that we must have sufficient
infrastructure to support growth. Every four years, planners update the Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP) to
ensure the best available tools are used to test whether infrastructure like schools, transportation, water and
sewer services can support future growth. These policy tools are the guidelines for the administration of the
county’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance (APFO).
Although commonly referred to as a separate ordinance, the APFO is actually part of Montgomery County’s
subdivision regulations found in Chapter 50 of the County Code. Section 4.3.J.2.: “The [Planning] Board
may only approve a preliminary plan [of subdivision] when it finds that public facilities will be adequate to
support and service the subdivision.” How, exactly, the Planning Board defines and What is the Subdivision
Staging Policy?
Chapter 33A of the County Code requires the County Council to adopt an updated SSP by November 15 of
the second year of a Council term.
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The Subdivision Staging Policy, Master Plans and the Capital
Improvements Program
The SSP focuses on matching the timing and pace
of development with the availability of public
services and facilities. It has significant bearing on
the regulatory review process for development
applications. The county’s General Plan, as amended
by approved and adopted master, sector and
functional plans, determines the amount, pattern,
location and type of development within the county.
The master-planning process is aspirational, creating
a long-term vision for our communities. The SSP
has a more focused, shorter term view. Its purpose
is to evaluate individual proposals for development,
determining if the county’s public infrastructure,
such as its transportation network and school
facilities, can accommodate the demands of
additional development.
County master plans identify where growth is
appropriate and at what levels or densities this
growth should occur. They provide a vision for the
future of the county—from the very conceptual
level with the General Plan, to much more detailed
recommendations with small area plans. For each
master plan, Montgomery Planning conducts a
high-level analysis of the infrastructure needed
to accommodate the master plan’s vision. This
analysis is different from the SSP, although it may
result in recommended capital improvements to be

implemented by either the county government or
the private sector.
The Capital Improvements Program (CIP) is the
vehicle through which the county increases
the capacity of its public facilities to support
existing development and future growth. The SSP
determines how much additional growth can be
supported by existing facilities and those included
in the CIP. It can also help prioritize which additional
public facilities should be funded in a future CIP.
A County Council resolution will establish the policy
tools recommended in this report. The resolution
will describe the facility standards that must be met
for public infrastructure to be considered adequate.
Along with additional recommended changes to
the county’s tax code, the SSP resolution can also
prescribe methods for generating revenue to ensure
the adequacy of the county’s infrastructure to
accommodate growth in the amounts, forms and
locations desired, as established in the county’s
General Plan and master plans. A proposed draft of
the resolution appears in Appendix L along with draft
amendments to the County Code in Appendices M,
N and O.
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Summary of Proposed Updates to the Subdivision Staging Policy
This update to the Subdivision Staging Policy focuses
heavily on the schools element of the policy. Along
with community stakeholders and a new external
advisory team, Montgomery Planning evaluated the
applicability of every aspect of the existing policy
using various growth, land use and enrollment
metrics to understand the county’s current growth
context. The recommendations reflect significant
changes in administering the policy for schools
infrastructure, including:
• Creating School Impact Areas to reflect the
different growth contexts existing in different
parts of the county and their impacts on school
enrollment.
• Eliminating residential development moratoria
for most parts of the county.
• Requiring premium payments for residential
development projects served by overcrowded
schools in areas without residential
development moratoria.
• Revising the de minimis thresholds allowing
the approval of applications for small
residential development projects in areas
under moratoria.
• Retesting school adequacy in review of
requests to extend the validity period (the
timeframe in which the developer must begin
development) of a development approval.
• Adjusting impact taxes to be more context
sensitive, to encourage investment in desired
growth areas, and to better complement
important policy priorities related to housing,
economic development and resource
preservation.
• Updating the student generation rates used to
calculate impact taxes and estimate enrollment
impacts to make them more context sensitive.
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• Updating the calculation of the recordation
tax on home sales to make it more progressive
and to generate more funding for school
construction and affordable housing initiatives.
• Substantial changes to the transportation
element of the SSP in the 2016 update
recognized the limitations of a one-sizefits-all approach and created a structure
that was increasingly context sensitive. This
2020 update has more narrowly focused on
making small adjustments to the current
transportation policy, such as:
• Updating the review of local area
transportation conditions to include safety
standards.
• Prioritizing travel safety over other
transportation impact study mitigation
strategies.
• Eliminating review of local area motor vehicle
adequacy conditions in areas near Metro
stations or future Purple Line stations (Red
Policy Areas).
• Increasing the congestion adequacy standard
for signalized intersections on transit corridor
roadways.
• Introducing policy area transportation
adequacy performance metrics to ensure a
master plan’s consistency with the county’s
long-range planning goals and objectives.
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CHAPTER TWO

GROWTH STATUS AND TRENDS
How Montgomery County responds to change will
define its future. The two fundamental features of
our change are diversifying demographics and a
shifting pattern of development. Once dominated
by greenfield development that created single-family
housing for nuclear families, the county’s growth
pattern has shifted to infill development where
multifamily housing and non-family households
define residential communities. The Subdivision
Staging Policy aims to ensure public infrastructure
supports our changing communities.
Our demographics and development patterns shape
our infrastructure needs. Continued increases in
younger populations, along with a growing senior
population, create new infrastructure needs and
social services demands. Travel, mostly still in
single-occupancy vehicles, taxes our roadways and
makes it difficult for others to enjoy active modes of
transportation, such as bicycling and walking. Older
development, built before stormwater controls,
degrades our natural environment. The abundance
of existing single-family housing and the limited
availability of developable greenfields (previously
undeveloped land) further challenge our approach
to new housing.
Our infrastructure needs reveal opportunities to
creatively refine our approach to growth and provide
new choices in housing and transportation for all
members of the community. A diverse community
requires a mix of housing that is attainable for
different income levels and household sizes. This
housing must be made accessible to jobs and other
amenities through timely public infrastructure.
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A Transforming Montgomery County
Montgomery County has evolved from a rapidly
growing bedroom community providing housing
and workers for the region in the 1980s to a county
characterized by slower but sustained growth,
major employment centers, active urban areas,
stable single-family neighborhoods and beautiful
rural landscapes. With over one million residents,
Montgomery County has entered a mature phase of
development with a slower pace of growth, typical
of a populous and developed county with limited
developable land. While the county’s population
growth rate is expected to decline even further over
the next 30 years, the population is still forecasted
to grow from just over one million people in 2015,
to 1.2 million by 2045, an increase of over 200,000
people. These additional 200,000 people will
require housing, services and the support of public
infrastructure.
Demographic trends in the number of people
moving in and out of the county, the natural increase
in population (births exceeding deaths) and the
inevitable aging of county residents determine the
make-up of the county’s population. Economic
forces also shape demographic trends, notably
the previous decade’s Great Recession and now,
the yet-to-be-determined effects of a global health
pandemic. Such events alter not only the pace of
demographic change, but its character as well.
Domestic Migration and Foreign Immigration
Residents moving into Montgomery County from
abroad contribute significantly to the county’s
growth and cultural diversity, averaging 8,240
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immigrants per year since 2008. The increase in
foreign immigration during this period offset the
average net loss of 5,110 residents who relocated
domestically, either within the region or elsewhere
in the United States. Typically, steady inflows of
international migration counter the fluctuating
domestic migration patterns, which reflect the
strength of the economy and variation in housing
prices. Domestic out-migration usually occurs during
strong national and regional economies when there
are more job and housing upgrade opportunities
outside of the county. Conversely, positive net inmigration has occurred during national economic
declines, when the greater Washington, D.C. region
offered better opportunities relative to other
domestic locations.

In contrast, 2019 marked a precipitous decline in
international migration into the county to the lowest
level since 1993, following significant recent changes
in national immigration policy. An estimated 5,700
immigrants moved into the county during 2018, a
drop of 34 percent from the previous year (Figure 1).
The duration of foreign immigration shortfalls due
to economic uncertainty and stringent immigration
policies is unknown, but it is likely that Montgomery
County will attract international immigrants at
previous levels due to the draw of the county’s
existing large foreign-born resident base, recovered
economic opportunities, and welcoming social and
political environment.

Figure 1: Population Growth by Component Change, 1990-2019.
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Steady levels of foreign immigration to Montgomery County over the past 30 years grew the base of foreignborn residents: from 141,166 people in 1990 to 332,198 in 2018. With about one-third of the county’s
population foreign-born in 2018, Montgomery County had the highest concentration of foreign residents in
the Washington, D.C. region and its percentage ranked fourteenth among counties nationwide. The origins
of the county’s foreign-born residents are widely diverse, with 36 percent arriving from Latin America, most
commonly from El Salvador, and 36 percent from Asia, typically from India or China.
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Natural Increase in Population
Another major component of population growth and
change is natural increase, or the number of births
minus deaths. Births are typically more than double
the number of deaths in Montgomery County.
Notably, the contribution of natural increase to the
county’s population growth lessened since the Great
Recession of 2008, as deaths steadily increased while
births declined. After peaking in 2007, the number
of births in the county had dropped 11 percent to
12,373 in 2018, the lowest point since 1998. At the
same time, deaths increased by 13 percent to 6,167
in 2018. Natural increase, registering 6,206 people in
2018, reached its lowest point since the mid-1980s.

Mirroring the nation, Montgomery County, women
in the millennial generation are delaying marriage
and child-rearing, resulting in a decline in birthrates
among women ages 25 to 34, starting in 2007. That
follows a period of climbing rates for this age group
since the mid-1990s. The current countywide birth
rate of 11.8 births per 1,000 people steadily declined
from the peak of 13.9 in 2007 and is approaching the
lowest rates since the 1970s recession. According to
Montgomery Planning projections, the number of
births in the county is expected to slightly decline or
plateau in the short term before gradually increasing
as fewer young women postpone motherhood and
the forecasted number of women of child-bearing
age increases over the next 10 years.

Figure 2. Population by Race and Hispanic Origin, 1990 to 2018.
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Racial Diversity
In addition to contributing to the population’s
growth, births change the racial and ethnic
composition of Montgomery County. The combined
percentages of Hispanic, African American and Asian
births in the county rose from 40 percent in 1990 to
66 percent of all births in 2018. During this period of
increasingly diverse people migrating into the county
from other places in the nation and abroad, the
county’s population of people of color (any group
other than non-Hispanic white) increased from 28
percent in 1990 to 57 percent in 2018 (Figure 2).
Continued growth in the number of people of color
living in the county is expected, assuming sustained
migration patterns and birthrates. In 2010, people
of color comprised the majority of Montgomery
County’s population for the first time. By 2045,
the Maryland Department of Planning predicts 73
percent of the county’s population will be people of
color. In contrast, people of color will not comprise
the majority of the U.S. population until 2045,
according to projections by the United States Census
Bureau – 35 years after Montgomery County crossed
this landmark.
Aging Population
The large, aging cohort of baby boomers (those
born between 1946 and 1964) has remained an
enduring change agent locally and nationally, with
this group now straddling prime wage-earning years
and retirement. About 22 percent of the county’s
population were boomers in 2018, about the same
percentage as millennial residents (21 percent), born
between 1981 and 1996. The millennial generation,
ages 24 to 39 years old in 2020, are poised to replace
the boomers as influencers in employment, housing
and society.
The leading edge of the boomer generation turned
65 in 2011 and by 2030, all boomers will be age
65 and older. Age projections by the Maryland
Department of Planning anticipate the county’s 65plus population increasing from 163,645 residents
in 2018 to 249,900 people in 2040, a 53 percent
increase. The share of the population aged 65 and

older increases from 16 percent in 2018 to 21 percent
in 2040, when the diminishing cohort of boomers will
be frail elderly, ages 76 to 94 years old.
Boomer housing decisions and their increasing
likelihood of death have the potential to transform
the county’s housing market. Of the 128,580
households in 2018 headed by householders
between 55 to 74 years old, 81 percent were
homeowners. In 2018, 4 out of 9 households in the
county were headed by a baby boomer. A significant
number of houses may enter the resale market if and
when boomers choose to downsize or relocate in
retirement, or if they die. Alternatively, if a significant
number of baby boomer households age in place
or delay moving out, either by choice or financial
necessity, those actions may result in depressed
housing turnover in the county, stalling traditional
“housing ladder” opportunities for young families
with school-aged children to move into the area.
Household Income
Montgomery County remains one of the wealthiest
counties in the nation, despite its median income
not fully recovering from the Great Recession of
2008. The median household income of $108,188 in
2018 remains three percent below (-$3,304) its peak
in 2007 after adjusting for inflation. Although slow
to recover, the county’s 2018 median income is 30
percent above Maryland’s median of $83,242, and
75 percent above the national median of $61,937.
Montgomery County, ranked 16th nationally, is one
of the five counties in the Washington, D.C. area
rounding out the top 20 list for median household
income across the nation.
Despite the wealthy reputation of Montgomery
County, tens of thousands of county households
report low incomes. In 2018, one out of six
households reported incomes less than $40,000.
Median income varies by race and Hispanic origin
in Montgomery County. In 2018, non-Hispanic
white households had the highest median income
among the groups, at $131,533, which is 22 percent
above the countywide median, followed by Asian
households at $115,387, 7 percent above the
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median. The median income of non-Hispanic white
households is about 1.6 to 1.7 times larger than
that of households headed by African Americans or
Hispanics. The median incomes of African American
and Hispanic households are not statistically
different, at $80,484 and $76,805, respectively.

Pace and Pattern of Growth
Montgomery County’s growth expectations are
formed by the Metropolitan Washington Council
of Governments (MWCOG) Round 9.1 Cooperative
Forecast, the most recently completed forecast of
population, household and employment growth.
Over the duration of the forecast period from 2015
through 2045, efficient land use can provide the
residential and commercial buildings needed
for future residents and workers. While this is a
planning goal, the forecast results indicate that
it is ambitious in some areas of the county, even
where infrastructure would support it. Better
land utilization, evident through larger numbers
of households and jobs per acre, will be key to
accommodating expected growth.

with Montgomery County expected to grow
its population by 20.5 percent, its number of
households by 23.2 percent and its number of jobs
by 30.5 percent. These growth rates translate into
average annual rates of 0.7 percent population
growth per year, 0.8 percent household growth
per year and 1 percent job growth per year. Within
Montgomery County, the cities of Gaithersburg
and Rockville have higher forecasted growth rates
than the county overall, although their additional
people, households and jobs are included in the
Montgomery County forecast. Table 1 and Table 2
below show the total forecasted growth and the
average annual forecasted growth in Montgomery
County and both of these internal municipalities,
respectively.
Regionwide,1 over 1.5 million additional residents
are forecasted between 2015 and 2045, a 28.5
percent growth rate, with more than half of them
living in either DC, Fairfax County or Montgomery
County. This regional growth is equivalent to an
average of 51,000 additional people per year.

The pace of growth over the 30-year forecast
period varies across jurisdictions in the region,
Table 1. Forecasted Growth, 2015-2045.
Jurisdiction
Montgomery County
City of Gaithersburg
City of Rockville

Population Growth Household Growth
208,100 +20.5%
87,100 +23.2%
22,200 +33.0%
8,800 +35.5%
29,800 +44.9%
12,900 +48.9%

Job Growth
158,600 +30.5%
19,300 +41.5%
19,500 +25.3%

Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.

Table 2. Average Annual Forecasted Growth, 2015-2045.
Jurisdiction
Montgomery County
City of Gaithersburg
City of Rockville

Population Growth
6,937 +0.7%
740 +1.1%
993 +1.5%
S

Household Growth
2,903 +0.8%
293 +1.2%
430 +1.6%

ource: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
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Job Growth
5,287 +1.0%
643 +1.4%
650 +0.8%
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Forecasted Geographic Growth Pattern
Increasingly, households and jobs are expected to
gravitate to “Activity Centers.” Activity Centers are
locations across the region with “existing urban
centers, traditional towns, and transit hubs.”2 A map
of the designated Activity Centers in Montgomery
County is shown in Figure 3 below.

The MWCOG Region Forward Coalition established
a target for the region to capture 50 percent of new
households and 75 percent of new commercial
square-footage in regional Activity Centers.3 The
MWCOG Round 9.1 Forecast results place 64 percent
of regionwide household growth and 76 percent of
regional job growth over the 30-year forecast period
in Activity Centers across the MWCOG member
jurisdictions.

Figure 3: Map of Montgomery County Activity Centers.

1 The forecast region includes the following jurisdictions outside of Montgomery County: Washington, DC, Arlington County, City of Alexandria, Prince George’s
County, Fairfax County, City of Fairfax, City of Falls Church, Loudoun County, Prince William County, City Manassas, City of Manassas Park, Charles County, Frederick
County (including Frederick City).
2 MWCOG
3 MWCOG
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The areas forecasted to attract the majority of both
household and job growth in Montgomery County
mostly coincide with the county’s Activity Center
locations. The MWCOG Round 9.1 Forecast results
show 76 percent of the county’s overall household
growth and 80 percent of its job growth occurring
within the county’s Activity Centers, leading to an
overall increase in the shares of county households

and jobs located in Activity Centers. As of 2015, just
32 percent of county households were in Activity
Centers, but by 2045, 40 percent of households
are forecasted to be located in Activity Centers. As
of 2015, 58 percent of county jobs were in Activity
Centers, but by 2045, 63 percent are forecasted to
be in those areas. The table below summarizes this
projected trend.

Table 3. Forecasted Shares of Households and Jobs in Activity Centers.

Location
Activity Center
Not Activity Center

2015
Household
Share
32.0%
68.0%

2045
Household
Share
40.0%
60.0%

Household
Share
Increase
8.0%
-8.0%

2015 Jobs
Share
58.0%
42.0%

2045 Jobs
Share
63.0%
37.0%

Jobs Share
Increase
5.0%
-5.0%

Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.

This geographic pattern of expected growth
in Activity Centers follows the county’s major
transportation and commercial corridors, specifically
I-270 and its urbanized or urbanizing central nodes,
nearly all of which are in close proximity to major
transit facilities. The pattern stems from not only
the lack of vacant, developable greenfield land
across the county but from master planning that
has strategically located capacity for development
around current and planned transit. Ten of the

county’s 12 identified population growth hotspots
overlap with a designated Activity Center, and seven
of the eight job growth hotspots overlap with an
Activity Center. Both population and job growth
hotspots are defined by their relatively high peracre growth forecasted at the geographic level of a
Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ).4 The maps in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show these population and job
growth hotspots, respectively.

4. The forecast is produced for that level of geography for transportation modeling purposes.
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Figure 4. Population Growth Hotspots.

Forecasted Population Growth
While the vast majority of TAZs in the county are
forecasted to have growth of fewer than 0.71 persons
per acre, relatively high-growth hotspots are those
with forecasted population growth above 2.56
persons per acre. The highest-growth population
hotspots shown in the map in Figure 4 have
forecasted population growth above 18 persons
per acre during the 30-year forecast period – a
threshold of more than twice the mean, which is just
over seven persons per acre (the median is just 1.16
persons per acre). These highest-growth hotspots

are around existing high-capacity transit hubs with
commercial centers, including the Metro stations
in downtown Bethesda, downtown Silver Spring,
White Flint and Twinbrook. The other hotspots
surround Metro stations at Friendship Heights and
in downtown Rockville, the future U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) campus at White Oak, the
western Germantown Activity Center and the Activity
Center known as the Research and Development
Village west of the Shady Grove Metro station.
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Figure 5. Job Growth Hotspots.

Forecasted Job Growth
High job-growth hotspots include TAZs shown in
Figure 5 that have forecasted increases above 3.33
jobs per acre over the 30-year forecast period. The
very highest growth TAZs identified include those
with forecasted increases above 15.1 jobs per acre.
The mean forecasted job growth is 4.18 jobs per acre
while the median is just 0.9 per acre. The highestgrowth hotspots are again around existing highcapacity transit stations with commercial centers,
including the Bethesda, White Flint and Twinbrook
Metro stations. The other job growth hotspots are
the Silver Spring, Friendship Heights, and Rockville
Metro stations, as well as at the future FDA campus
PAGE: 0014

at White Oak, and the Activity Center known as the
Research and Development Village west of the Shady
Grove Metro station.
The forecasted growth hotspots shown above
align with the county’s and the region’s long-term
planning goal of concentrating new residential and
commercial development within Activity Centers
served by transit. This transit-oriented planning
policy responds to the lack of vacant, developable
land in the county, in addition to environmental
and economic objectives. For example, recent
master plans such as those completed for the
White Flint, Shady Grove and downtown Bethesda
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areas promote more concentrated development
in and around Activity Centers, allowing for more
workers and residents per acre. Despite best efforts
to plan for efficient development patterns, market
forces play a large role in the timing and location of
development. As such, the growth forecast does not
assume all planned land use will automatically come
to fruition or that desired trends will prevail, but
instead relies on parameters informed by rigorous
data analysis.

Growth Policy Implications
The growth forecast suggests that significant
numbers of households and jobs will locate
away from Activity Centers and transportation
infrastructure even while Activity Centers are
forecasted to experience high rates of growth. The
following table shows the number of forecasted
households and jobs inside and outside Activity
Centers by 2045.

Table 4. Forecasted Increases in Households and Jobs Relative to Activity Centers.
Location
Activity Center
Not Activity Center

2015
2045
Household
Households Households
Increase
119,936
184,760
+64,824
254,864
277,140
+22,276

2015
Jobs
301,716
218,484

2045
Jobs
427,581
251,119

Jobs
Increase
+125,865
+32,635

Source: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.

Even with 76 percent of the county’s household
growth and 80 percent of its job growth forecasted
in Activity Centers, tens of thousands of additional
households and jobs are forecasted to be away from
transit-oriented hubs and town centers. There will
still be far more people living and working away
from these areas in 30 years, and households away
from Activity Centers will still far outnumber those in
them.

In addition, certain Activity Centers are not among
the forecasted growth hotspots at all, as seen in
Figure 6. Most strikingly, two existing Metro station
locations are included in this group, owing to their
low-density residential surroundings: Takoma Park
and Grosvenor. Several town centers are also in this
group, but they currently lack high-capacity transit
access: Kensington, two Rockville/North Bethesda
Activity Centers, multiple City of Gaithersburg Activity
Centers, Olney and Clarksburg.
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Figure 6. Activity Centers that are not Growth Hotspots.

Over the course of the next 30 years, efficient use
of land will continue to be essential to provide
the homes and commercial spaces needed to
accommodate county residents and workers. County
master planning efforts are oriented toward this
reality. Although progress towards more transitoriented growth is evident from the MWCOG Round

9.1 Forecast, the forecast results also reflect likely
constraints to creating more mixed-use communities
with higher numbers of households and jobs per
acre, even in locations where existing or planned
transportation infrastructure present the opportunity
for it.

Infrastructure Conditions
Transportation Infrastructure
Periodically, the Planning Department releases a Mobility Assessment Report (MAR) that summarizes the
trends, data, and analysis results used to track and measure multi-modal transportation mobility conditions
in Montgomery County. The purpose of this report is to provide information to residents and public officials
regarding the state of the county’s transportation system, showing not only how the system is performing,
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but also how it is changing and evolving. The
increasing availability of transportation system
performance information from both internal and
external data sources, coupled with advances in
geospatial analytical tools, provides the resources to
understand the changing nature of how people are
using the county’s transportation systems.
The most recent version of the MAR was released
in 2017. This document provides information on
an array of topics pertinent to travel in the county,
including:
• trends in per capita and total annual vehicle
miles traveled;
• measures of vehicular congestion and travel
time reliability for different areas of the county;
• metrics related to intersection performance or
level of service in different areas of the county;
• identification of the county’s most significant
intersection bottlenecks;
• concentrations of pedestrian activity;
• measures of bicycle activity and bicycle
accessibility; and
• public transportation ridership trends and
route coverage.
The next version of the MAR is anticipated to be
released in late 2020. This document will build on
the transportation system performance information
provided in earlier versions of the MAR with a focus
on an expanded reporting on observed mobility
information pertaining to the major travel corridors
within the County.
Public School Facilities
The current SSP defines adequacy for public school
facilities from the perspective of facility utilization.
Each year, Montgomery Planning receives projected
enrollment and capacity data from Montgomery
County Public Schools (MCPS) to conduct an Annual

Schools Test that determines whether a school or
cluster5 will have adequate seat capacity five years in
the future. The results, once adopted by the Planning
Board in June, indicate which school or cluster
service areas will be in residential moratorium (a
temporary halt to new residential project approvals
in a particular area) for the upcoming fiscal year due
to insufficient school capacity.
Student Enrollment
MCPS enrollment has been increasing steadily
since the mid-1980s, and the growth pattern has
been particularly strong since 2008. According
to MCPS,6 the enrollment growth in recent years
can mainly be attributed to high kindergarten
capture rates and entry of students from outside
the system. A kindergarten capture rate is the ratio
between the number of kindergarten students and
the number of babies born to county residents five
years earlier. This rate has increased since the 2006
school year, likely due to economic factors and the
implementation of all-day kindergarten programs.
Entry into MCPS through migration has also
continued to exceed withdrawals in the past decade,
resulting in annual net increases of enrollment.
The county is now experiencing a period of growth
at secondary schools due to the large elementary
enrollment increases in the past decade. However,
the resident birth rates have been on a downward
trend since 2014, and MCPS’ enrollment forecast
projects that the decline in resident births will result
in a decline in the kindergarten population, which in
turn will slow the growth of the total enrollment as
students age from grade to grade.
Program Capacity
MCPS determines school capacity by the space
requirements of educational programs and studentto-classroom ratios, referred to as “program
capacity.” This measure of capacity differs from
state standards, which are based on square footage
and classroom ratios. Several educational program

5 A school cluster is defined as a high school and all the middle and elementary schools that feed into that high school.
6 Montgomery County Public Schools (2019). Superintendent’s Recommended FY2021 Capital Budget and the FY 2021-2026 Capital Improvements Program.
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Facility Utilization

initiatives in the county have necessitated more
classroom and support space, including the
introduction of full-day kindergarten, expansion of
Head Start and pre-kindergarten programs, and the
increase of Class Size Reduction schools.7
In the 2019-2020 school year, MCPS operated 135
elementary schools, of which 69 are Class Size
Reduction schools; 40 middle schools; and 25
high schools. This is an increase of 35 elementary
schools, 19 middle schools and 6 high schools since
1983. The newly adopted Capital Improvements
Program includes additional school capacity
through new school openings, major capital projects
and classroom additions at all three school levels
over the next six years. However, funding for capital
projects has not been sufficient to keep up with
enrollment growth, creating a backlog of school
capacity projects.

Facility utilization measures the program capacity
of a school facility in relation to the number of
students enrolled in the school. It is calculated by
dividing student enrollment by program capacity.
Countywide, the utilization rate of all school facilities
combined has remained relatively stable. When
looking at schools across all levels collectively, as
seen in Figure 7, the total program capacity of the
county has generally been able to keep up with the
increasing enrollment. The collective utilization rate
has therefore remained between 98 and 102 percent
throughout the past decade.
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Figure 7. Countywide School Facility Utilization Trend - All School Levels.

Facility Utilization Rate

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning

However, when looking at facilities by each school level, the utilization rates show larger ranges of variability,
and patterns that differ between elementary, middle and high school levels. Together, the county’s
elementary school facilities had the highest utilization rates in the earlier years of the last decade but have
been on a downward trend since 2012. Middle school facilities collectively have had a growing utilization
7 Class Size Reduction schools include Title I and focus schools, which have the class sizes in kindergarten through grade 2 reduced to address the needs of schools
most heavily affected by poverty and English language deficiency.
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rate that remained relatively low. The county’s high
school facilities have had a utilization rate above
100 percent since 2017 that has been increasing in
a slightly delayed but similar pattern as the middle
school level utilization rate.
The contrast in utilization rates between facilities
becomes more pronounced when looking at schools
individually. When considering an efficient utilization
range of 80 to 100 percent, and a moderately
overutilized range of 100 to 120 percent,8 the
utilization rates for facilities countywide have stayed
within an efficient or moderately overutilized range
at each school level. At individual school facilities,
utilization rates have varied widely, with some

schools operating at high utilization rates beyond
120 percent and some at below 80 percent.
Elementary Schools
In the early 2010s, elementary schools had high
utilization rates as a result of the high kindergarten
capture rate and strong enrollment growth patterns.
Countywide elementary school utilization reached
a peak of 110.8 percent in 2012 and has since been
decreasing through a steady increase in capacity.
If the enrollment growth continues to slow as
forecasted, and capacity additions are completed as
planned, the countywide elementary school facility
utilization rate is projected to be below 100 percent
by the 2025 school year (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Countywide Elementary School Facility Utilization Trend.

Facility Utilization Rate

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning

While the countywide utilization rate of elementary schools has been improving in recent years, there are a
considerable number of schools operating at either highly overutilized or underutilized rates. Figure 9 shows
a breakdown of the percentage of elementary schools operating at each utilization level. Currently, nearly
three quarters of elementary schools are operating within an efficient or moderately overutilized range,
and projections show little change in that share. The percentage of elementary schools operating in highly
overutilized facilities, which was around a quarter of all schools in 2015, is declining and projected to be at
less than 10 percent in the 2025 school year. The percentage of schools operating at underutilized rates, on
the other hand, is projected to increase.
8 MCPS considers a range of 80 to 100 percent of program capacity to be an efficient facility utilization range within which schools should generally operate. The
current SSP, on the other hand, considers a projected facility utilization of 120 percent, when combined with a seat deficit that exceeds a certain threshold, to be
inadequate for new development in the absence of a capacity solution planned within the timeframe of the Annual School Test.
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Figure 9. Individual Elementary School Facility Utilization by Range.
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Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning

Middle Schools
As the student population that amplified the elementary school enrollment in the past decade has been
progressing from grade to grade, the countywide utilization rate for middle schools has increased. Despite
this trend, middle school facilities have the lowest countywide utilization rate of all school levels and the rate
is projected to remain within an efficient range through the 2025 school year (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Countywide Middle School Facility Utilization Trend.

Facility Utilization Rate

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning

At the middle school level, 88 percent of individual facilities are operating within an efficient or moderately
overutilized range. Furthermore, while the countywide middle school utilization rate has seen little to no
change since 2015, the percentage of schools operating at an efficient utilization level has continued to
increase. In the 2025 school year, 93 percent of middle schools are expected to be within the efficient or
moderately overutilized ranges (see Figure 11).
Figure 11. Individual Middle School Facility Utilization by Range.
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High Schools
The countywide high school utilization rate has been on the rise since 2013, reflecting the impact of the surge
in elementary student enrollment growth in the 2000s. Several approved capacity solutions are scheduled to
be completed within the current capital budget period, but because of delays to a few crucial projects,9 the
high school utilization rate is projected to increase further by the 2025 school year (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Countywide High School Facility Utilization Trend.
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Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning

Individually, high schools are the most likely to have efficient or moderately overutilized rates. In 2018, all high
schools were within this range, with the majority being efficiently utilized. However, 8 percent of high schools
were highly overutilized in 2019, and that percentage is expected to increase to 24 percent by the 2025 school
year (see Figure 13).
Figure 13. Individual High School Facility Utilization by Range.

9 While the capacity increase between SY 2019 and SY 2025 includes the capacity solutions planned for Damascus, John F. Kennedy, Poolesville, Seneca Valley, and
Walt Whitman high schools, it does not reflect the addition at Northwood high school nor the reopening of Crown and Charles W. Woodward high schools.
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Source: Montgomery County Public Schools, Division of Capital Planning
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Water and Sewer Infrastructure
Montgomery County plans and coordinates for water
supply and wastewater disposal services through the
Ten-Year Comprehensive Water Supply and Sewerage
Systems Plan (Water and Sewer Plan), which ensures
that existing and future water supply and wastewater
disposal needs are coordinated in a manner that:
• is timely and cost-effective
• is well integrated with land use planning efforts
• protects the health, safety and welfare of
residents, businesses and institutions
• protects the quality of the environmental
resources of the county, the state and the
Chesapeake Bay region
• helps to improve the quality of the
environmental resources of the county, state
and region
The Water and Sewer Plan is a functional master
plan prepared by the Montgomery County
Department of Environmental Protection and
adopted by the County Council. The plan, which
was last updated in 2018, has a ten-year planning

30%

12%
22%

horizon for providing water and sewer services
throughout Montgomery County. As such, it provides
an important link between the county’s land use and
development planning and the actual construction
of the water supply and sewerage systems needed to
implement that planning effort.
The Water and Sewer Plan establishes policies that
support the goals and objectives of the county’s
current General Plan and its related local area sector
and master plans. These policies emphasize:
• the use of public water and sewerage systems
along higher-density urban and suburban
development areas
• the use of individual, on-site wells, and septic
systems throughout lower-density suburban,
rural and agricultural areas
The plan’s policies are implemented in part by
assigning water and sewer service area categories
for all properties within the county. The service area
categories:
• designate whether properties are intended to
be developed using (and are eligible for) public
or private water and sewer service
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• provide staging elements or a sequence for
planning and providing public water and sewer
service
The Water and Sewer Plan provides projections for
the future needs of water and sewerage systems,
projections which result from land use planning
studies, demographic projections, legal mandates
and policy requirements. It addresses these needs
using a variety of approaches, such as:
• new, expanded or replacement water and
sewer facilities, such as transmission mains,
pumping stations, storage tanks or treatment
plants
• expansion of existing water or sewerage
systems, or the use of alternative systems, to
address communities experiencing public
health problems from failing wells or septic
systems
• new or updated programs and service
policies that address issues like changes in
sanitary service technology, support for new
development concepts, and protection from
undesired sanitary system expansion or on-site
system use
The Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission
(WSSC) delivers drinking water from the Potomac
and Patuxent Rivers to consumers in Montgomery
County. Filtration plants, a series of pumping
facilities, transmission mains, and elevated storage
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facilities deliver potable water (safe to drink) by
gravity. Once this water is used, the sewerage
system collects and conveys it to treatment plants
within the county, but primarily to the Blue Plains
Treatment Facility in the District of Columbia. The
system provides for fire suppression and a potable
water supply, and treatment of wastewater before
it is discharged into our rivers and the Chesapeake
Bay. The county’s water distribution and sewerage
collection system is aging, and maintenance
and replacement of this infrastructure is vital for
continued adequate public water and sewer service
for existing and future development. More than 88
miles of these pipes extend through Montgomery
County. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the
county’s water pipe and sewer pipe infrastructure,
respectively.
Accommodating the county’s future growth
through redevelopment within existing urban areas
presents excellent opportunities for improving and
funding water supply and wastewater treatment
infrastructure without having to extend water and
sewer service beyond the current service area.
Redevelopment and infill add water and sewerage
services charge-based revenue and users to the
existing infrastructure, allowing more funds to be
used for system repairs and replacement. If the
existing infrastructure in these centers is insufficient
to handle the projected increase in development,
major improvements may also be part of the
redevelopment process.
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Figure 14. Water Pipe Infrastructure.

Source: Montgomery Planning, 2020.
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Figure 15. Sewer Pipe Infrastructure.

Source: Montgomery Planning, 2020.

Parks Infrastructure
With the scarcity of developable land and the
increase in density in urban areas, park planning
in area master plans has become more critical
to creating livable and healthy communities.
The recent trend in real estate development in
these areas is to replace lower-density residential
development or commercial development with
higher-density residential and mixed-use buildings
where economically feasible and allowed by zoning.
The significant increase in density makes parks and
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open spaces the “outdoor living rooms” for many
of these new communities. Without space for large
private backyards, public parks and trails play an
increasingly important role in improving public
health and promoting social interaction and social
equity. Access to urban parks is a critical element of
achieving one of the primary county goals: promote
community welfare and quality of life.
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Cultures and climates differ all
over the world, but people are the
same. They’ll gather in public if
you give them a good place for it.
—Jan Gehl, Architect and Urban
Designer

A growing population creates increased demand for
parks and open space, while also increasing demand
for other uses, such as housing. This competition
for limited urban land results in a shortage of space
to meet the park needs of the expanding urban
population. With the increased competition for land,
a mix of uses and an integration of infrastructure
should occur within the same site. Integrating
parks and recreation areas with other services can
reduce costs by providing local amenities within
walking distance, reducing impervious surfaces
and recharging groundwater supply, and removing
pollutants from water. Sustainability requires
integration of efforts and preventive measures to
avoid wasting resources. A level of coordination
among different county agencies, including
alignment of objectives, development schedules,
and dedicated funds will be required.
The heightened focus on parks in our most
populated areas resulted in many urban park
recommendations in area master plans. In 2018,
the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission approved and adopted the Energized
Public Spaces Functional Master Plan (EPS Plan),
developed by Montgomery Parks. This plan maps
the score of walkable access to recreational and
open space amenities and helps prioritize public
space needs more equitably countywide. The goal
is to provide a balance of public spaces for social
gathering, active recreation and contemplative
relaxation in the county’s densely populated areas.
For more information on the methodology and
outcomes of this plan—visit Montgomery Parks’
webpage and interactive storymap.
Land acquisition is the greatest challenge for
implementing these new urban parks. While we
can expect some new urban parkland to be created
through the regulatory review process for proposed

development, small properties present a challenge
in terms of accommodating development and onsite
open space. Even with current and newly proposed
zoning to encourage the dedication of parkland
through the development review process, some new
urban parks will need to be directly purchased with
public funds. Urban parkland acquisition can be very
challenging as property owners often wish to pursue
development to maximize their investment rather
than sell at the current market value, resulting in
very few willing sellers in urban areas. Limited public
funding presents further challenges to acquiring land
for urban parks since it tends to be more expensive
than in less dense areas.
New zoning tools are sometimes used to facilitate
the creation of public parkland in urban areas.
For instance, the Bethesda Downtown Sector
Plan includes many proposals for new parks. The
Bethesda Overlay Zone, created in connection with
the sector plan, includes a funding mechanism
tied to new development called the Park Impact
Payment (PIP) (see page 12 of the Bethesda
Downtown Implementation Guidelines). The PIP, a
per-square-foot fee to compensate for uses that
add density above mapped zoning requirements,
such as assisted living and daycare facilities,
supports the acquisition, design and development
of new urban parks identified in the sector plan.
Additional requirements in the overall zoning
code and the Bethesda Overlay Zone support the
creation of privately-owned public spaces through
density transfer, open space requirements, and
other tools. The creation of similar tools for funding
parks acquisitions should be explored in upcoming
master plans to create opportunities for new urban
development.
In addition to acquiring new parkland, Montgomery
Parks must address the capacity of our existing
facilities to serve a growing population. Along with
sector and master plans, the EPS plan and specific
park studies, the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space
Plan (PROS), which is updated every five years, uses
data to identify parks and recreation needs and
proposes service delivery strategies.
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Natural Resource Conditions
Environmental Resources
Climate change is a challenge that must be
addressed to secure a healthy and sustainable future
for the county. The negative impacts of increasing
greenhouse gas emissions and resulting climate
change are diverse and far-reaching affecting
human, pet, wildlife, and plant health, heat waves,
built and natural habitats and ecosystems, storm
frequency and intensities, flooding, stormwater
runoff and stream erosion, air and water pollution,
rising temperatures, urban heat island effects,
and droughts. Climate change-related economic
impacts are also on the rise due to increased energy
costs; infrastructure failure and damage; impacts
to outdoor labor, recreation, tourism and food
production; and loss of ecosystem services and the
value they embody. Disadvantaged communities are
disproportionately affected, and all indicators point
to this trend continuing. Unless addressed, climate
change threatens to undermine the attainment of all
other goals and objectives.
Montgomery County is an integral part of the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area and its decisions
affect the overall health and sustainability of the
region. Meeting and maintaining environmental
standards remain ongoing challenges, especially
in light of continued growth and accelerating
climate change. This is true for water and air quality
standards.
As the county continues to develop, environmental
health, sustainability and equity are becoming
increasingly important factors in deciding how we
grow. Currently, environmental issues associated
with growth and development are handled through
existing planning and regulatory processes. With
continued growth, however, clean water and air
will continue to increase in importance as vital
components of achieving overall sustainability.
As a result, Montgomery Planning’s master plan
updates and development review efforts pursue
ways to optimize the environmental values that
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redevelopment and infill development can provide,
such as reduced impervious cover and runoff,
and increased shading and cooling. The updated
General Plan will be an important resource to guide
those processes in the future to ensure future
development can contribute to environmental
sustainability.
Water Quality
The steady decline of stream conditions and water
quality in the county are due, in part, to decreased
natural vegetated land cover, which provides natural
water filtration and pollutant removal, as well as
increased impervious surfaces and associated
stormwater runoff. A general pattern of declining
stream health, as measured by stream biological and
habitat indicators, follows the county’s pattern of
development (see Figure 16). The worst conditions
are in areas developed before strict requirements
were in place to reduce pollution and runoff.
Degraded water quality, as measured by levels of
chemical and other pollutants, led to new state and
federal regulations to improve degraded streams to
meet water quality standards. These requirements
are known as Total Maximum Daily Loads—the
maximum amount of a pollutant that a water body
can receive and still meet water quality standards.
Figure 17 shows the number of pollutants that need
to be reduced under approved Total Maximum Daily
Loads within the major watersheds of the county.
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Figure 16. Stream Conditions, 2011-2015.

Source: Montgomery Planning, 2020.
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Figure 17. Restricted Pollutants by Watershed, 2018.

Source: Montgomery Planning, 2020.

Jurisdictions throughout the Chesapeake Bay
watershed need to make significant commitments
and investments to reduce pollutants to meet Total
Maximum Daily Load requirements and continue to
meet them while the population and employment
bases continue to grow.
The federal government regulates storm drains and
the pollutants they discharge to waterbodies in local
jurisdictions through the Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) permit process. The permit
conditions apply to the county’s urbanized areas
draining through county-maintained stormwater
conveyances and require the county to develop and
maintain watershed and stormwater management
programs and plans to meet the permit conditions.
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Implementing and updating master plans,
stormwater management, development review,
and natural area protection, enhancement and
restoration efforts are guided by the results of the
Montgomery County Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) and Montgomery Parks’ monitoring
and analyses and MS4 Permit, watershed and
Total Maximum Daily Loads implementation plans.
Finding ways to mitigate, reduce, and adapt to
climate change is increasingly vital to the success of
these plans and programs, and to improving water
quality throughout the county.
To help reduce the costs of meeting Total
Maximum Daily Loads and increase the range
of implementation options available to local
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jurisdictions, the state is looking at how pollutant
trading and growth offset programs might work
to counterbalance increased pollution from new
development, especially in greenfield areas.
Pollution trading is an approach governmental
regulatory agencies and private companies
use to reduce pollution by providing economic
incentives to reduce net pollutant discharges.
After Total Maximum Daily Load limits or “caps”
are set, groups that foresee exceeding these caps
may purchase credits from groups that have not
exceeded their discharge levels. Under growth offset
programs, additional pollutants resulting from
new development are “offset” by a commensurate
reduction of the same pollutants elsewhere in the
same watershed. Pollution offsets can exist for any
kind of polluting materials if an equal and direct
benefit can be established. The county, in turn, is
considering how it might use these programs to
achieve its pollutant control and growth goals.
Since potential for future greenfield development
in the county is limited, expected growth is
planned to be accommodated mostly through
redevelopment and infill (the development of vacant
parcels and redevelopment of underused parcels
within areas that are already largely developed).
Infill development will allow most of the expected
increases in population to occur within developed
areas that already have transportation, water and
sewer infrastructure. Redevelopment affords the
potential for socio-economic enhancements as
well as environmental improvements over existing
conditions. It offers opportunities to improve
stormwater management, tree canopy and other
green spaces in older developed areas that are
environmentally impaired.
Air Quality
As with water quality, continued growth and climate
change negatively affects the county’s air quality.
Ongoing monitoring tracks the county’s and the
region’s compliance with air quality standards. Both
the county and the region have not yet attained
ground-level ozone air quality standards.

In 2009, the county adopted a Climate Protection
Plan that specified a number of goals and
recommendations. Achieving these goals is more
challenging than expected due to accelerating
greenhouse gas levels and the complexity and
expense involved in reduction efforts. As a result, it is
increasingly important to seek new ways to enhance
air quality in growth-related decisions.
In December 2017, Montgomery County declared
a climate emergency and accelerated goal to be
carbon neutral by 2035. In doing so, the county
recognized the increasing threat of climate change
and, in responding to it, the opportunity to
reimagine and enhance our quality of life. Efforts to
reduce, mitigate and adapt to climate change will
not only improve our air and water quality, but also
strengthen our economy, enhance our well-being
and develop greater resilience.
In July 2019, Montgomery County launched a
planning process to develop prioritized actions
and strategies to meet the county’s greenhouse gas
emissions reduction goals. The county intends to
finalize a Climate Action and Resilience Plan by early
2021 that will provide a roadmap to achieve carbon
neutrality and will also include recommendations for
adapting to a changing climate.
As with water quality, redevelopment provides
opportunities to increase local and regional air
quality, through:
• improving transit options,
• decreasing vehicle use,
• increasing walkability and bikeability,
• creating more energy-efficient buildings, and
• incorporating green spaces and green
buildings as integral parts of communities.
Forest and Urban Tree Canopy
In both local design and large networks of green
spaces, forest and tree canopy are essential
elements of quality of place and livability. Trees
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increase energy efficiency, reduce heat island effect
(built up areas that are hotter than nearby rural
areas), improve air quality, extend pavement life,
enhance pedestrian-vehicular safety, boost real
estate values, make retail areas more attractive,
absorb water pollution and carbon emissions, and
slow stormwater runoff and erosion. Large forested
areas provide the additional benefits of ensuring
clean and healthy streams and rivers, offering an
abundance of recreational opportunities, and
maintaining a diversity of natural areas that connect
our communities.
While forest and non-forest tree canopy provide
critical shading and cooling benefits that help
mitigate climate change effects, they are at the same
time suffering from those effects and their ability to
continue to provide critical benefits is decreasing.
This makes it important to both increase forest and
non-forest tree canopy, and manage these vital
resources to safeguard their health, resilience and
adaptability in the face of climate change.
Recent analysis shows forest losses and forest
planting have kept the overall forest cover area at
around 30 percent of the county’s land area. Much
of that cover is situated in our parks, along stream
valleys, and in rural areas. An additional 20 percent
of the county is shaded by non-forest street trees,
individual trees and small groves in local parks and
on private property. Urban areas, however, continue
to experience tree canopy losses and the shading
and cooling benefits they provide.
While our combined forest and tree canopy of almost
50 percent is commendable, our urban centers are
often a sea of buildings, roads and parking lots with
very little tree cover to shade hot pavement, filter air
and water, and provide relief to those who live and
work in these areas. Redevelopment in traditional
centers is an opportunity to improve urban tree
canopy, air and water quality, and our quality of life.
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POLICY NAME RECOMMENDATION
County Growth Policy
Montgomery County’s Adequate Public Facilities
Ordinance (APFO) can be found in Chapter 50 of
the County Code, which pertains to the subdivision
of land. Section 4.2 outlines the requirements for
Planning Board approval of a preliminary plan
of subdivision. Among other things, the Board
is required to find that “public facilities will be
adequate to support and service the area of the
subdivision.” Likewise, Section 4.3 further explains
that the Planning Board may only approve a
preliminary plan when it finds that public facilities,
including schools, will be adequate to support and
service the subdivision.
Chapter 33A of the County Code lays out the
purpose of the Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP) and
its relation to the APFO. The SSP provides guidance
to the Planning Board and other county agencies
for the administration of the APFO. Essentially, the
SSP defines infrastructure adequacy and how it is
measured.

Recommendation 3.1: Change the name of
the Subdivision Staging Policy to the County
Growth Policy.10
As the county’s growth context continues to change
from greenfield development of new subdivisions
to infill and redevelopment of existing sites, and
with increased recognition of growth’s role in
achieving other policy priorities related to housing,
sustainability and the economic health of the county
and region, the policy must be about more than
staging the development of new subdivisions. It
must be a tool that helps ensure growth comes in
the form, amount and locations we need and desire,
including existing built sites that will be redeveloped
for new uses. A change in name will better identify
the full scope of this policy and make it more
understandable, and perhaps more relevant, for all
stakeholders.

But Chapter 33A also states that the SSP is “an
instrument that facilities [sic] and coordinates
the use of the powers of government to limit or
encourage growth and development.” Therefore, the
SSP and related laws and regulations are intended
to be about more than limiting development or
ensuring adequate infrastructure. The policy is
expected to help guide the county’s growth to
desired areas and desired forms. In this way, the SSP
truly is the County Growth Policy.

10 Note: from this point forward in this document, we will refer to the updated Subdivision Staging Policy as the County Growth Policy.
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SCHOOLS ELEMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
Here are the key objectives of the County Growth
Policy11school elements.
• Shifting the focus of the policy from limiting
growth in areas with inadequate school
infrastructure, which has had limited
effectiveness in addressing school capacity
issues, to ensuring the adequacy of school
infrastructure to help achieve desired patterns
and types of growth.
• Being adaptable to the different growth
contexts and desired growth patterns within
the county.
• Supporting other county policy priorities, such
as attainable housing, economic development,
and sustainable growth.
To achieve the policy shift stated above requires
an understanding of the county’s current growth
context and trends as presented in Chapter 2 and
several of the appendices to this report. Unlike when
the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance (APFO)
was first conceived 50 years ago, new development
is generally not the greatest burden on school
infrastructure adequacy today. Most of the county
is experiencing school enrollment growth due to
changing demographics and turnover of existing
single-family neighborhoods (that is, families with
children buying homes from households without
children). Smaller parts of the county with high
amounts of development are distinguished by:
• Neighborhoods experiencing redevelopment
or infill resulting in multifamily units that do
not generate many students on a per unit
basis, and
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• Neighborhoods still experiencing greenfield
development of new single-family units that
attract families with school-age children.
These differences suggest that the policy cannot take
the form of a one-size-fits-all solution but instead
must be adaptable to different growth contexts and
desired growth patterns.
Some stakeholders have argued that regardless
of the cause of school overcrowding (the primary
measure of school infrastructure adequacy),
the APFO requires the Planning Board to limit
development that imposes any additional burdens
on inadequate infrastructure. However, the county
can use the County Growth Policy to identify
when and where the enrollment burden from new
residential development is too great for our schools
to bear, and when and where it is not.
This recommended County Growth Policy strikes a
balance between multiple county policy priorities,
in addition to ensuring the adequacy of our school
infrastructure. The policy supports the county’s
economic growth and helps the county meet future
demand for housing attainable to people of all
income levels, due to population and job growth, by
providing criteria for when and where to allow new
residential development. This policy also recognizes
that an effective adequate public facilities ordinance
cannot allow any and all development to occur
without regard to infrastructure adequacy or without
requirements to mitigate infrastructure impacts.
To assist in updating the school elements of the
policy, Montgomery Planning formed the Schools
Technical Advisory Team (STAT). The STAT was
composed of a mix of representatives from
community organizations and community
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members who responded to Montgomery
Planning’s call for applicants in September
2019. The STAT group met six times during the
first five months of the project, with members
serving as links between their communities and
Montgomery Planning staff to share knowledge of
neighborhoods, diverse perspectives and relevant
information. During those meetings, Montgomery
Planning prepared data including alternate student

generation rates based on neighborhood and
parcel attributes that were reviewed with the STAT
and used to inform many of the recommendations
provided in this update. Graphs highlighting
some of these data are provided in Appendix G.
Further information about the STAT are included in
Appendix J. Additional perspectives pertaining to the
schools element of the County Growth Policy and
possible ways to address school capacity issues are
identified in Appendix F.

School Impact Areas
The current Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP) schools
element generally treats all areas of the county
the same. There is one set of adequacy standards
applied countywide and one set of school impact
tax rates based on countywide student generation
rates.12 In some situations, the Planning Board has
adopted SSP-related procedures that deviate from
a countywide approach. For instance, to estimate
the school enrollment impacts of master plans and
development applications, Montgomery Planning
utilizes regional student generation rates that are
based on aggregations of adjacent school clusters.
While these regional rates have demonstrated
some differences between three regions of the
county, some people contend that the regional
classifications are arbitrary and less a predictor of
a new housing unit’s enrollment impacts than the
attributes of the unit (type, size, cost, etc.).
For this update, the Montgomery County Planning
Board recommends an approach that groups
neighborhoods based on the character of their
growth and that growth’s impact on schools.
This is in contrast to the current countywide
approach as well as the regional approach that
groups neighborhoods based on their assignment

to a school cluster and then their proximity to
each other. This new context-sensitive approach
assembles neighborhoods into School Impact Areas
based on the neighborhood’s:
• amount of new and planned housing;
• type of new housing (single-family vs.
multifamily); and
• amount of school enrollment growth.
Recommendation 4.1: Classify county
neighborhoods into School Impact Areas
based on their recent and anticipated
growth contexts. Update the classifications
with each quadrennial update to the County
Growth Policy.
More information on how Montgomery Planning
identified School Impact Areas is included in
Appendix H. Ultimately, the analysis identified three
School Impact Areas:

11 Note: Consistent with Recommendation 3.1, we will refer to the updated 2020-2024 Subdivision Staging Policy as the County Growth Policy. We will continue to
refer to the current policy, last updated in 2016, as the Subdivision Staging Policy, or SSP.neighborhood and dwelling unit characteristics to better understand the
drivers of enrollment in the county. A discussion on these rates can be found in Appendix G

12 A student generation rate is the average number of public-school students residing in a single dwelling unit of particular characteristics within a particular geography. In addition to calculating rates by different dwelling type (single-family, multifamily, etc.) and geography (school cluster area, regional, countywide, etc.),
Montgomery Planning calculates rates by school level (elementary, middle and high school). For this update, student generation rates were calculated by different
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1. Greenfield Impact Areas. Areas with high enrollment growth due largely to high housing growth that
is predominantly single-family units.
2. Turnover Impact Areas. Areas with low housing growth where enrollment growth is largely due to
turnover of existing single-family units.
3. Infill Impact Areas. Areas with high housing growth that is predominantly multifamily units, which
generates few students on a per unit basis.
The Greenfield Impact Area makes up 7.2 percent of the county’s land area and consists of Clarksburg and its
surrounding neighborhoods. Preliminarily, only 3.8 percent of the county’s land area falls into the Infill Impact
Area, including urban cores downcounty (downtown Silver Spring, Friendship Heights, downtown Bethesda
and White Flint), parts of the MD 355 corridor near Rockville, parts of Gaithersburg and areas upcounty near
Germantown. Most of the county (88.9 percent of the county’s land area), however, is in the Turnover Impact
Area.13
Figure 18. Population, Housing and Student Growth Rates by School Impact Area, 2013-2018.

Sources: U.S. Census; State Department of Assessments and Taxation; Montgomery County Public Schools.

Figure 18 provides a comparison of the three School Impact Areas with regard to their growth in population,
housing units and student enrollment between 2013 and 2018. These data demonstrate the different
growth contexts in the county and the need to have County Growth Policy tools that are sensitive to those
different contexts. The Infill Impact Area saw the largest increase in housing units, but the smallest increase in
students. The growth rates in the Greenfield Impact Area were the highest by far in all three categories. Over
the five-year period, student enrollment in this area increased an astounding 50.7 percent. While the Turnover
Impact Area demonstrated a healthy increase in all three categories, the fact that the area makes up nearly
90 percent of the land area and contains the vast majority of the county’s population, housing units and
students, means that the growth rates for this area were substantially lower than those for the other areas.
Table 5 provides the raw growth in population, housing units and student enrollment in the three areas.
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in students. The growth rates in the Greenfield Impact Area were the highest by far in all three categories.
Over the five-year period, student enrollment in this area increased an astounding 50.7 percent. While the
Turnover Impact Area demonstrated a healthy increase in all three categories, the fact that the area makes
up nearly 90 percent of the land area and contains the vast majority of the county’s population, housing units
and students, means that the growth rates for this area were substantially lower than those for the other
areas. Table 5 provides the raw growth in population, housing units and student enrollment in the three
areas.
Table 5. Growth in Population, Housing and Students by School Impact Area, 2013-2018.

Infill Impact Area
Turnover Impact Area
Greenfield Impact Area

Population

Housing Units

Student Enrollment

+15,634 people
+27,213 people
+7,812 people

+15,826 units
+7,224 units
+2,880 units

+2,010 students
+6,263 students
+2,237 students

Sources: U.S. Census; State Department of Assessments and Taxation; Montgomery County Public Schools.

Recommendation 4.2: Classify all Red Policy Areas (Metro Station Policy Areas and Purple Line
Station Policy Areas) as Infill Impact Areas.
The Planning Board also recommends classifying all transportation Red Policy Areas as Infill Impact Areas. These include
all of the Metro Station Policy Areas (including the new Forest Glen MSPA, as designated in Recommendation 5.16) and
all Purple Line Station Policy Areas (including the new Lyttonsville/Woodside and Dale Drive/Manchester Place Policy
Areas, as designated in Recommendations 5.18 and 5.19). As the preferred growth in these Red Policy Areas is generally
consistent with the type of development seen in the Infill Impact Areas, their designation as such seems appropriate and
desirable. Figure 19 maps the location of the three School Impact Areas.

13 In Recommendation 4.2, the Planning Board recommends designating all Red Policy Areas as Infill Impact Areas. The data and analysis provided here,
showing the distinctions between the three School Impact Areas, are based on the designations prior to reassigning the Red Policy Areas to Infill Impact
Areas.
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Figure 19. Map of Recommended School Impact Areas.

Figure 20 shows the difference in student generation rates for all units by School Impact Area. On a per unit
basis, dwelling units in the Turnover Impact Area are generating more than twice as many students as those
in the Infill Impact Area. The Greenfield Impact Area dwelling units are generating more than three times as
many students as those in the Infill Impact Area.
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Figure 20. K-12 Student Generation Rates by School Impact Area, 2019.
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In keeping with a move toward a more contextsensitive policy, these three School Impact Areas
have implications on how various aspects of
the County Growth Policy (including the Annual
School Test) and related funding mechanisms

are applied. For example, based on the different
growth characteristics seen in each area, one
major recommendation is to eliminate moratoria
throughout the county, except in the Greenfield
Impact Area (see Recommendation 4.9).

Annual School Test and Utilization Report
The current Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP) requires
the Planning Board to assess school infrastructure
adequacy through the Annual School Test no later
than July 1 of each year. The test evaluates projected
utilization rates at individual schools and across
school clusters. When the test indicates that capacity
is an issue, the area in question (an individual
school or a school cluster) is placed in a residential
development moratorium – a temporary halt to new
residential projects in a designated area – to limit
continued public school enrollment growth resulting
from new housing.
The Annual School Test is currently a two-tier test
that evaluates the adequacy of 1) cluster capacity
at each school level (elementary, middle and

high school) and 2) capacity at each individual
elementary and middle school.14 The countywide
adequacy standards used to evaluate each cluster
and school are based on projected utilization rates
five years in the future.
• Cluster Test. An entire cluster service area
is placed in moratorium if any school level
(elementary, middle or high) is projected
to exceed 120 percent capacity utilization
cumulatively across the cluster five years in
the future.

14 Since each cluster is defined by an individual high school, the cluster test at
the high school level is the equivalent of an individual high school test.
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• Individual Elementary School Test. An
individual elementary school service area is
placed in moratorium if the school’s projected
utilization (capacity to enrollment ratio) five
years in the future exceeds 120 percent and
if the school is over capacity by at least 110
students.

on projections for enrollment five years in the future
that are known to be highly unreliable. In some
cases, these determinations are made based on
one or two projected students. The Planning Board
thinks it is important to generally move away from
a reliance on these longer-term projections and a
process that assumes such precision and accuracy.

• Individual Middle School Test. An individual
middle school service area is placed in
moratorium if the school’s projected utilization
(capacity to enrollment ratio) five years in the
future exceeds 120 percent and if the school is
over capacity by at least 180 students.15

The current SSP language pertaining to the Annual
School Test is confusing regarding the impacts of the
pipeline of approved residential development on the
test. It is unclear whether the test thresholds should
change with each development approval so that the
test takes into account the estimated enrollment
impacts of previously approved development
applications. As such, the Planning Board compares
each development application to the staging ceilings
as identified in the Annual School Test, even if another
development application was approved earlier in the
year that was estimated to generate students at the
same schools.

The utilization rates used for the test are based on
MCPS enrollment projections released each October.
It is generally accepted that enrollment projections
are most accurate in the shorter term across larger
geographies. MCPS generally does a good job of
projecting next year’s countywide enrollment.
But as the projection timeframe increases and/
or the geographic scope of the projection gets
smaller (countywide to cluster to individual school)
there are many factors that hinder the accuracy
of the projections, including unexpected school
reassignments due to boundary changes or the
relocation of special programs, unanticipated
changes to external conditions such as the strength
of the economy, unpredicted resident turnover
in neighborhoods feeding a specific school and
potentially unforeseen residential developments.
As part of the Annual School Test evaluation,
staging ceilings are identified for each school and
cluster that is not in moratorium. These thresholds
identify the number of additional projected students
required to trigger a moratorium in the school or
cluster service area. It is against these thresholds
that a residential development application is
compared. If a development application is estimated
to generate more students than the staging ceiling
would allow, it cannot be approved.
In other words, both the identification of areas
requiring residential development moratoria
and the Planning Board’s ability to approve new
development in an area not in moratorium hinge
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Aside from establishing the adequacy standards and
thresholds for residential development moratoria,
the current SSP does not outline specific procedures
for addressing some of the more complicated
aspects of conducting the Annual School Test. These
procedures include
• how to distribute enrollment and capacity
across multiple clusters when a school feeds
into more than one high school cluster,
• how to factor in enrollment relief provided
by programmed capacity solutions at other
schools, or
• how to adjust planned capacity based on
solution (placeholder) projects16 the County
Council includes in the Capital Improvements
Program (CIP).

15 Projected utilization rate is calculated as projected enrollment divided by
planned capacity. A projected seat deficit (or surplus) is calculated as planned
capacity minus projected enrollment.
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Recommendation 4.3: By January 1, 2021,
the Planning Board must adopt a set of Annual
School Test Guidelines, which outline the
methodologies used to conduct the Annual
School Test and to evaluate the enrollment
impacts of development applications and
master plans.
Section 8-32(c) of County Code pertains to Planning
Board procedures related to review of development
applications. Subsection (4) specifically indicates
that the “Planning Board may establish procedures
to carry out its responsibilities under this Section.”
To provide more transparency and formally
document the procedures used to conduct the
annual school test, Recommendation 4.3 requires
the Planning Board to adopt a set of Annual School
Test Guidelines.
The guidelines will explain how the test is
conducted, including the calculation of any
modifications to the planned capacities or projected
enrollments published by MCPS resulting from
placeholder projects or approved CIP projects
at other schools. The data for the Annual School
Test come from MCPS enrollment projections and
planned capacity included in its annual Educational
Facilities Master Plan. Adjustments to a school’s
projected enrollment are made for any CIP project at
other schools specifically described in their CIP

Project Description Form to relieve overcrowding
at the subject school. In cases where the Project
Description Form explicitly identifies an estimated
number of students to be reassigned from the
overcrowded school to the school with the CIP
project, the Annual School Test results for these
schools will be based on enrollment projections
adjusted by the specified number.17 When the
Project Description Form does not explicitly identify
the number of students estimated to be reassigned,
the Annual School Test results will be based on an
assumed balance of projected utilization across all
impacted schools in the tested year.18
The guidelines should also identify which student
generation rates are to be used for what purposes.
For instance, when estimating a development’s
enrollment impact, the Planning Board recommends
using School Impact Area student generation
rates given that they are predicated on an area’s
growth context and the impact of that growth on
enrollment.
Recommendation 4.4: The Annual School
Test will be conducted at the individual
school level only, for each and every
elementary, middle and high school, for the
purposes of determining school utilization
adequacy.

16 Solution projects, or placeholders, are projects added to the CIP by the County Council to provide enough capacity to a school to prevent its service area from entering a moratorium. These projects are described in the CIP as classroom additions, but they are only placeholders for a future solution not yet defined by MCPS.
The County Council typically only includes a placeholder in the CIP when the following conditions are met:
• A school or cluster is projected to enter moratorium;
• MCPS is actively studying potential solutions to the enrollment burden at the school or cluster;
• The County Council anticipates that MCPS will implement the ultimate solution within the timeframe of the school test; and,
• There is development pressure in the applicable school or cluster service area.
17 For example, the Project Description Form for the expansion of Seneca Valley High School opening in September 2020 for many years indicated that there would
be “approximately 900 seats available to accommodates [sic] students from Clarksburg and Northwest highs schools when the project is complete.” In this case,
until a boundary alignment was recommended in October 2019, MCPS made no other assumptions about the number of projected future students that would be
reassigned. For purposes of the Annual School Test, Montgomery Planning staff would allocate 900 collectively from Clarksburg and Northwest high schools to
Seneca Valley High School.
18 For example, the Project Description Form for DuFief Elementary School indicates that it is intended to relieve over-enrollment at Rachel Carson Elementary
School but does not indicate how many students DuFief is expected to receive from Rachel Carson when the expansion is completed in September 2022. For
purposes of the Annual School Test, Montgomery Planning staff assumes that the utilization rates for the two schools will be balanced in the test year. In this case,
the two schools are projected to have a cumulative utilization of 95.0 percent in the test year. To achieve that at each school, the test assumes that 389 students
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The 2016 SSP update introduced the individual
school test. The individual school test intends to
better capture and call attention to the individual
school experience.19 The cluster test, which takes
a look at the cumulative utilization of all schools at
the same level across a cluster, masks overcrowding
at individual schools. Since 2016, we have also seen
the opposite occur. In the James H. Blake cluster, a
few overcrowded elementary schools pushed the
entire cluster, with otherwise fine utilization rates,
into a residential development moratorium. If the
individual school test was the only test used, parts of
the cluster could have remained open to residential
development in a part of the county that is yearning,
according to local stakeholders, for economic
investment.

School Adequacy Standards
Projected
Projected
Utilization
Seat Deficit

Removing the cluster test also eliminates the need
to complicate the annual school test by splitting a
school’s enrollment and capacity between clusters
when it articulates to more than one high school.
There are currently 21 elementary schools and 14
middle schools that each feed into more than one
high school.
For these reasons, the Planning Board recommends
eliminating the cluster test and only utilizing the
individual school test.
Recommendation 4.5: The Annual
School Test will evaluate projected school
utilization three years in the future using
the following school utilization adequacy
standards:

Greenfield
Impact Areas

Adequacy Status
Turnover
Impact Areas

Infill
Impact Areas

UP Payment
Required

UP Payment
Required

> 120%

N/A

UP Payment
Required

> 125%

≥ 115 seats for ES
≥ 188 seats for MS
N/A for HS

Moratorium

Test Timeframe: Recommendation 4.5 changes the timeframe of the Annual School Test from five years in the
future to three years in the future. The current policy is largely based on the idea that it generally takes about
five years before an approved development application results in occupied units adding students to schools.
However, that is not always the case. Some projects are completed quicker whereas others take longer than
five years. Some are completed in phases over a decade or longer. Some are changed in scope before
construction begins and still others never materialize at all.
There are a couple of significant concerns with using the five-year projections for measuring school
adequacy.
• First, community members frequently contend that the projects programmed in the out years of the CIP
are not guaranteed. Indeed, projects with construction funds originally programmed in the out years
are often delayed once or twice before they are completed, due to unforeseen budget circumstances.
Among the 61 capacity projects completed in the last 10 years, at least six were delayed one year and at
least three were delayed two years. Among the 21 projects currently in progress, five have been delayed
19 Since 2016, 18 individual school service areas have entered into residential development moratoria. Among these schools, 11 service areas were able to exit their
moratorium status after only one year, although one school reentered moratorium three years later. Four school service areas were in moratoria for two consecutive years, and one school service area for three years. Two school service areas have remained in moratoria for all four years
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by a year. As further evidence that the out years
of the CIP are unpredictable, over the last ten
years there have been 14 capacity projects
identified to be opened in the out years of
the CIP that have been removed from the
CIP for various reasons.20 Some have argued
that a CIP project should only be “counted”
if construction funding is included in the first
two years of the CIP, which tends to be more
of a guarantee of the project’s completion and
added capacity.
• The second, as discussed earlier, is that the
five-year projections21 for individual schools
are the most unreliable of MCPS’ projections.
The shorter the timeframe, the more accurate
the projections.
School Utilization Adequacy Standards:
Additionally, Recommendation 4.5 modifies the
school utilization adequacy standards that exist
under the 2016 Subdivision Staging Policy. The
Planning Board recommends requiring developers
to make Utilization Premium Payments when a
school’s projected utilization three years in the
future exceeds 120 percent (see Recommendation
4.16 for more information on Utilization Premium
Payments). Given the addition of Utilization
Premium Payments and the recommendation to
use the more reliable projections for three years in
the future, the Planning Board further recommends
increasing the moratorium utilization threshold to
125 percent. For an elementary school’s service
area to enter a moratorium, the school must also

have a projected seat deficit of 115 seats or more
to enter a moratorium. For middle schools, the seat
deficit threshold is 188 seats or more. As discussed
in Recommendation 4.9, the Planning Board
recommends only allowing moratoria in Greenfield
Impact Areas.
Recommendation 4.6: The Annual School
Test will establish each school service area’s
adequacy status for the entirety of the
applicable fiscal year.
The current Subdivision Staging Policy requires the
Annual School Test results to report a staging ceiling
for each elementary and middle school as well as
elementary, middle and high school staging ceilings
for each cluster.22 The staging ceiling identifies
the number of additional projected students that
would trigger a moratorium in the respective school
or cluster. It is against these staging ceilings that a
residential development application’s enrollment
impact is currently evaluated.
Many have argued that the current process places
too much emphasis on a false level of precision. The
enrollment impacts of a development application

20 Generally, when a project was removed it was because the project was no longer needed either due to planned implementation of another solution or because the
enrollment projections had changed. So this is not a problem from the Annual School Test perspective, it just demonstrates that projects planned in the out years
of the CIP are far from a guarantee.
21 It is also worth noting that these are frequently referred to as the six-year projections. When the projections are released in October, the projections are for six
years in the future, but by the time the projections are used in the Annual School Test, which takes effect on July 1, they are for the school year five years in the
future.
22 For example, the current SSP utilization adequacy standard for a high school is 120 percent utilization five years in the future, meaning the service area for any
high school projected to have a utilization rate beyond 120 percent in the 2025-26 school year would be placed in moratorium. Gaithersburg High School has a
planned capacity 2,443 student seats in 2025-26, meaning that a moratorium would be triggered if the projected enrollment was 2,932 students (2,443 multiplied
by 120%) or more. MCPS’s 2025-26 enrollment projection for Gaithersburg High School is 2,840 students. Therefore, the staging ceiling for Gaithersburg High
School is 92 students (2,932 minus 2,840).
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are based on regional student generation rates
that assumes the new project will generate public
school students at the average per dwelling unit
rate of existing dwelling units in the region. Then
those precise numbers (one estimated enrollment
impact for each level – elementary, middle and
high school) are compared to the staging ceilings
that are based on understandably questionable

enrollment projections for five years in the future.
With that, a decision is made as to whether or
not the application meets the school adequacy
standards.
Table 6. School Status Identified in the Annual School

Test.
School Status
Open
In Moratorium

Utilization
Premium
Payments
Required

Application Implication
The school’s capacity is deemed adequate for new residential development in that
given School Impact Area, meaning that an application can be approved.
The school’s capacity is deemed inadequate for new development in Greenfield
Impact Areas,23 meaning that an application cannot be approved unless it meets
the requirements of a moratorium exception.
The development is subject to a Utilization Premium Payment (discussed in
Recommendation 4.16).

Under Recommendation 4.6, staging ceilings will
not be used to evaluate residential development
applications. Once a school service area’s status is
determined by the Annual School Test, the status
will remain in effect for the entire fiscal year (unless
the County Council notifies the Planning Board of a
material change to the MCPS CIP). That is not to say
that a development application will not be reviewed
for adequacy. The Annual School Test will report
each school’s status for the year as either open,
in moratorium or requiring Utilization Premium
Payments, for each School Impact Area that applies
to the school’s service area. These are explained
more fully in Table 6.
Furthermore, a school’s status will not be changed
during a fiscal year to reflect the impacts of new
approvals in the development pipeline. Montgomery
Planning will continue to provide MCPS with student
Impact Areas.
23 Based on Recommendation 4.9, moratoria will only be applicable in Greenfield
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generation and development pipeline data to
incorporate in its enrollment projections. Because
MCPS updates its projections annually and the
school test is conducted annually based on the most
current MCPS projections, there is ample time for
MCPS projections to reflect approved projects in the
development pipeline by the time they are expected
to impact school enrollments.
Recommendation 4.7: The Annual School
Test will include a Utilization Report that
will provide a countywide analysis of
utilization at each school level.
Under the updated County Growth Policy, the
Annual School Test results will now be accompanied
by a school “Utilization Report” each year. The report
will be a one-stop resource for data that provide
a countywide context to an individual school’s
condition.
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Data reported should include historical and
projected:
• countywide utilization rates by school level,
and
• share and number of schools at each level
that fall into particular utilization categories
(up to 80 percent utilized, between 80 and 100
percent utilized, between 100 and 120 percent
utilized, and over 120 percent utilized)
The estimated enrollment impacts of future
boundary realignments associated with capital
projects will be taken into account for this reporting,
as they are with the Annual School Test. However,
the capacity impacts of any placeholder project will
not be counted.
Examples of the type of data to be reported are
identified in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9.
Recommendation 4.8: The Utilization Report
will also provide additional utilization and
facility condition information for each school,
as available.
In addition to providing countywide school
infrastructure data, the Utilization Report will
include data related to the facility conditions and
infrastructure adequacy for each individual school.

The information provided will be helpful in preparing
master plans and in evaluating development
applications. The information would also facilitate
discussions between developers and MCPS
about potential ways the developers can make
improvements to school facility conditions (roof
replacements, HVAC system upgrades, etc.).
The information reported for each individual school
will include:
• historical and projected enrollment, program
capacity, and utilization24
• information pertaining to the core capacity of
each school and lunch periods, to the extent
possible
• the current number of relocatable (portable)
classrooms at the school
• the most current MCPS Key Facility Indicator
data25 and
• a list of the three nearest schools at the same
school level along with the distance to the
schools.
Figure 21 demonstrates the type of information that
could be provided in the Utilization Report for an
individual school, like South Lake Elementary School
in Gaithersburg.

24 Utilization should include the percent of capacity utilized and the number of students over/under capacity. Additionally, the five-year projections must be adjusted
to estimate the impacts of anticipated future boundary changes on enrollment.
25 The Key Facility Indicators provide an assessment conducted by MCPS of a school’s major infrastructure elements utilizing scientific measurements against a
series of industry standards.
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Table 7. Actual Countywide Enrollment, Capacity and Utilization by School Level, 2019-2020.
Enrollment

Program Capacity

Seat Deficit/
Surplus

Utilization

Elementary Schools

76,541

75,228

-1,313

101.7%

Middle Schools

37,649

38,840

+1,191

96.9%

2019-20

High Schools
All Schools

50,528

49,147

-1,381

102.8%

164,718

163,215

-1,503

100.9%

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools.

Table 8. Projected Countywide Enrollment, Capacity and Utilization by School Level, 2025-2026.
2025-26
Elementary Schools

Enrollment

Program Capacity

Seat Deficit/
Surplus

Utilization

77,511

80,146

+2,635

96.7%

Middle Schools

39,299

40,748

+1,449

96.4%

High Schools

55,725

52,127

-3,598

106.9%

172,535

173,021

+486

99.7%

All Schools

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools.

Table 9. Elementary School Facility Utilization by Range.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

2019-20 Count

Percent of Schools

2025-26 Count

Percent of Schools

≤80% Utilization

16 schools

12%

25 schools

18%

80-100% Utilization

46 schools

34%

52 schools

38%

100-120% Utilization

51 schools

38%

48 schools

35%

>120% Utilization

22 schools

16%

12 schools

9%

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools.
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Figure 21. Example of Individual School Data to be Reported in the Utilization Report.

Source: Montgomery County Public Schools.
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Residential Development Moratorium
Under the current SSP, when schools reach 120
percent capacity utilization, the affected area goes
into a moratorium, which means the Planning Board
cannot approve new residential development. A
moratorium generally lasts one year, or until school
enrollment drops, school boundaries are changed,
or additional classroom space is found or created.
During FY2020, 12 percent of the county’s total
land area was placed in a residential development
moratorium as a result. The coverage and impact
of this moratorium was considerably higher in the
areas of many recently adopted master plans. The
areas for the Forest Glen/Montgomery Hills Sector
Plan adopted earlier this year, and the GrosvenorStrathmore Metro Area Minor Master Plan adopted
in 2017 were under moratorium. Similarly, the Rock
Spring Sector Plan (99 percent of the plan area is
in moratorium), the White Flint 2 Sector Plan (77
percent), the Veirs Mill Corridor Master Plan (58
percent), and the Greater Lyttonsville Sector Plan (50
percent) areas were all significantly impacted by the
moratoria.
Some community members favor the idea of a
moratorium on the premise that even a small
number of additional students can be a burden
to overutilized facilities and should be curbed.
However, it is important to not lose sight of the
county’s other policy priorities pertaining to filling
its housing supply gap, providing attainable housing
and supporting sustainable economic growth in
order to remove what might amount to a very small
source of school enrollment growth.
In preparing the update to this policy, stakeholders
raised several other concerns about the Subdivision
Staging Policy’s use of moratoria, and their particular
impact on mixed-use infill development26 that
produces multifamily units that generate very few
students per unit.
26 Development of vacant parcels and redevelopment of under-used parcels
within areas that are already largely developed.
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• Slows the County’s Ability to Fill Its
Housing Supply Gap. The county needs an
additional 10,000 housing units by 2030 to
meet future housing demand from population
and job growth. This is beyond the existing
31,000 housing units already forecasted
through the most recently completed MWCOG
forecast process, Round 9.1. By stopping
development in the county’s infill areas, the
current moratorium policy makes it difficult
for the county to fill this housing gap and
meet its share of regionwide housing targets.
Multifamily residential development, in
particular, serves a critical role in fulfilling
the county’s projected housing demand
and achieving housing affordability goals.
The recently completed Housing Needs
Assessment Housing Forecast by Type and
Tenure suggested that by 2040, more than half
of the new housing needed to accommodate
new households over the 2020 to 2040 period
is projected to be multifamily rental housing.
• Impacts Housing Affordability. By restricting
the supply of housing in the face of increasing
demand for it, the moratoria apply upward
pressures on housing prices and threaten
the preservation of the county’s affordable
housing stock. The moratoria also stifle the
county’s Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit
(MPDU) inclusionary housing program, the
most successful tool in growing the county’s
supply of affordable housing, by stopping new
residential development projects that would
have provided new MPDUs.
• Hinders Economic Development. Moratoria
directly hinder important aspects of the
county’s economic health by stopping new
mixed-use development with housing that can
provide many benefits. The county’s residential
development helps strengthen the economy
by investing in the future of our communities,
creating local jobs and increasing the tax base.
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Additionally, these infill projects add public
amenities, shopping, restaurants and gathering
spaces that attract new residents to vibrant,
complete communities within the county’s
urban areas.
• Prevents Sustainable Growth Patterns.
By halting development in desired growth
areas, moratoria encourage growth elsewhere
and prevent sustainable growth patterns.
The county’s desired growth areas focus on
activity centers and connected corridors
that provide residents with easy, multimodal
access to jobs and amenities. They also foster
sustainable growth by preserving our natural
resources and utilizing and enhancing existing
investments in transportation, water and other
public infrastructure.
• Does Not Solve Overcrowding. Stopping
development does not actually solve
overcrowding in the county’s schools. A
review of recent housing and enrollment
growth data revealed that less than 30 percent
of the county’s enrollment growth can be
attributed to new development. In many of
the county’s single-family neighborhoods,
school enrollment continues to increase due
to turnover of the existing stock (i.e., singlefamily homes being sold to families with
school-aged children). On the other hand,
moratoria limit the collection of school impact
tax revenue, which is specifically dedicated to
increase school capacity across the county.
When the Planning Board stops approving new
residential development, it cuts off the future
collection of impact taxes.
• Raises Equity Concerns. The current
moratorium policy also has unintended
equity consequences. In general, MCPS
does not make its capital improvements
decisions based on the county’s land use,
economic or development priorities. However,
pressure from developers and community
members along with a desire to strengthen
the county’s economy often leads the County

Council to fund projects for schools at risk
of moratorium in areas where developers
are looking to build. Under constrained
capital budgets, these decisions frequently
and sometimes repeatedly delay projects at
other overcrowded schools with substandard
facilities located in areas with a lack of
development interest. These overlooked
schools can often have less-engaged parent
advocates and a disproportionate share of
high-needs students. But if there was less
pressure on MCPS to relieve schools based
on the amount of development interest, then
more of the funding can be used to equitably
ease crowding and improve facilities based on
demonstrated need.
Recommendation 4.9: Moratoria will
only apply in Greenfield Impact Areas.
The Planning Board cannot approve
any preliminary plan of subdivision
for residential uses in an area under
a moratorium, unless it meets certain
exceptions.
In light of the above, the Planning Board
recommends the new County Growth Policy limit
the use of residential development moratoria,
which are established when the Annual School
Test determines that a school’s utilization exceeds
a particular threshold. Rather than applying
moratoria countywide as is currently done, this
type of moratoria would apply only to Greenfield
Impact Areas. The Greenfield Impact Areas are still
experiencing the type of development that originally
led to the creation of the Adequate Public Facilities
Ordinance in 1973, where the construction of new
schools cannot keep pace with rapidly increasing
enrollment caused by new development. Between
2013 and 2018, the Greenfield Impact Areas saw a
37.8 percent increase in population, a 40.1 percent
increase in housing units, and a 50.7 percent
increase in students attending MCPS schools. Figure
18 demonstrates how these growth rates compare
to those countywide and in the Turnover and Infill
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Impact Areas and makes the case for continuing to
use moratoria in the Greenfield Impact Areas.
Recommendation 4.10: Exceptions to
residential development moratoria will
include projects estimated to net fewer than
one full student at any school in
moratorium, and projects where the
residential component consists entirely of
senior living units.
As with the current SSP, the new County Growth
Policy should provide a few reasonable exceptions
to moratoria. This includes proposed developments
(regardless of the number of units) that are
estimated to generate fewer than one full student
at any school in moratorium, as well as any that
only include age-restricted units for seniors 55 and
older. The recommended de minimis exception of
projects estimated to generate fewer than one full
student (on average) at any school in moratorium
marks a change from the current SSP, which excepts
projects of “three units or fewer.” Using the number
of students as the threshold rather than the number
of units directly connects the exception to the impact
on enrollment. It also accounts for both the type

and number of units built and allows projects to be
evaluated relative to their impact on the specific
schools in moratorium.
The Planning Board considered higher de minimis
student generation thresholds, but given that
moratoria will only apply to Greenfield Impact
Areas, where new development is the leading cause
of school overcrowding and school construction
cannot keep pace, it is acceptable to limit the
moratorium exception to only those projects
estimated to generate fewer than one full student, on
average. Compared to the SSP’s current de minimis
exception of three units or fewer, this new exception
is generally more lenient and would allow more
residential projects to be approved in a Greenfield
Impact Area under moratorium, as long as they are
not estimated to generate any new students. Based
on the updated student generation rates discussed
in more detail in Recommendation 4.13, Table 10
identifies the number of units that can be built in
a Greenfield Impact Area before generating (on
average) a single student.27

Table 10. Maximum Number of Units Allowed Before Generating a Single Student.

Single-family Detached
Single-family Attached
Multifamily

Maximum Number of Units Allowed Before Generating a Single:
ES Student
MS Student
HS Student
2 units
5 units
4 units
3 units
7 units
6 units
3 units
7 units
6 units

In other words, if a developer would like to build in
an area that is in moratorium due to overcrowding
at the middle school serving the property, then the
developer can receive a waiver from the moratorium
if the project is expected to generate fewer than
one full middle school student. To achieve this,
the developer could build up to five single-family

detached units, or five single-family attached units,
or seven multifamily units. If the elementary school
was in moratorium, then the number of units
allowed would fall to two single-family detached,
3 single-family attached or 3 multifamily units.

27 Current procedure rounds the estimates down to the nearest whole number. For example, four single-family detached units generate 0.824 students (4 units x an average of 0.206 students per unit), which is rounded down to zero.
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Recommendation 4.11: Establish a new
exception that allows the Planning Board to
approve residential development in an area
under a moratorium if a school (at the same
level as any school causing the moratorium)
is located within 3, 5, or 10 network miles
(ES, MS, or HS, respectively) of the proposed
subdivision and has a projected utilization
less than or equal to 105 percent.
While the Planning Board supports a modified
moratorium policy for the Greenfield Impact Areas,
there is concern a moratorium there could curtail
future housing opportunities in an area of the
county where there is affordable single-family home
construction. The Board therefore recommends
allowing the approval of a residential development
application in an area under moratorium if a
nearby school is significantly less utilized. This
recommendation is based on a recognition that one
way to relieve overcrowding in a school is change
the school boundaries and reassign students to
another, less crowded school.
Recommendation 4.12: Eliminate the
moratorium exception adopted in 2019
pertaining to projects providing high
quantities of deeply affordable housing or
projects removing condemned buildings.
In 2019, the County Council amended the 20162020 Subdivision Staging Policy (SSP) to include
a new exception to moratoria. The new exception
allows the Planning Board to approve an application
for residential development in an area under

moratorium if it is estimated to generate 10 students
or fewer at any school and either:
• replaces a condemned or previously
condemned and vacant structure located
within or abutting an Opportunity Zone; or
• produces more than 50 percent of its units as
affordable to households earning 60 percent or
less of area median income.
When the exception was adopted, it was understood
that it would likely be a temporary amendment
that would allow for the revitalization of urban infill
areas and for the development of large quantities
of deeply affordable multifamily housing in areas
under moratorium. There was an expectation that
the quadrennial update to the SSP would result in
a more permanent solution to the obstacles the
moratorium creates to building thriving communities
with housing for all. The areas of the county that
benefit from the 2019 moratorium exception are
those recommended to be completely relieved of
moratorium under Recommendation 4.9. Under
the new County Growth Policy, the moratorium will
only be applicable in Greenfield Impact Areas, where
new development of single-family homes continues
to generate large quantities of students. These are
areas where the moratorium remains a valuable tool
to prevent the overcrowding of schools. To ensure
that the moratorium can be an effective tool in those
Greenfield Impact Areas, it does not seem necessary
or appropriate to maintain this exception.

Student Generation Rate Calculation
Student generation rates are officially updated
effective July 1 of every odd-numbered year based
on the most recent school year’s enrollment data.
Every other year, MCPS provides Montgomery
Planning with a dataset that includes the address
and grade of every MCPS student. All other personal
identifying information is scrubbed from the dataset.
Montgomery Planning maps the address of each
student to tie the anonymous student to a parcel of

land, which assigns the student to attributes of that
parcel, including the type of residential structure
on the parcel. From there, Montgomery Planning
calculates student generation rates (the average
number of students per dwelling unit) for various
geographies, dwelling types and school levels.
For this County Growth Policy update, Montgomery
Planning prepared and reviewed with the Schools
Technical Advisory Team an assortment of alternate
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student generation rates based on neighborhood
and parcel attributes. These data were used to
inform many of the recommendations included in
this update. Graphs highlighting some of these data
are provided in Appendix G.
Recommendation 4.13: Calculate
countywide and School Impact Area student
generation rates by analyzing all singlefamily units and multifamily units built since
1990, without distinguishing multifamily
buildings by height.
Prior to 2016, to calculate student generation
rates based on dwelling type, all multifamily units
regardless of the year the structure was built were
considered, while for single-family units only those
built in the last 10 years were considered. In both
cases these produced the highest SGRs. In 2016,
the units considered for calculating single-family
student generation rates changed to include all
units regardless of the year built as well, in better
reflection of the average number of students
generated over the lifetime of the unit. During
the research stage of the current policy update,
Montgomery Planning found that this reasoning
stands for single-family units since they behave in
predictable cycles - increasingly generating students
when first sold regardless of the age of the home,
then decreasing after about 10 years. Meanwhile,
multifamily units tend to generate the same number
of kids consistently, in large part because most
are rental units that experience turnover more
frequently.
Low-rise/High-rise Distinction: Current student
generation rates demonstrate a major difference
between low-rise and high-rise housing units, with
low-rise (four stories or fewer) generating on average
across the county 3.58 times more students per
unit than high-rise (five stories or more). Some of
our recent generation rate analyses suggest that
the distinction between low- and high-rise might
be more of a distinction between old and new
buildings, with the older multifamily structures
tending to have fewer stories and larger units with
more bedrooms. Additionally, there are several
PAGE: 0054

methodological complications with separating
multifamily into low-rise and high-rise:
• The land use designations in State Department
of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT) parcel
data are inconsistent and unreliable for
multifamily uses and require an extensive
amount of correction with each calculation
of student generation rates. Also, SDAT is no
longer maintaining the land use field.
• The original distinction between low- and
high-rise was based on the construction type
– less expensive lumber could be used to
build four stories or fewer, but not five stories
or more. Today, that distinction is blurred as
lumber is frequently used to build structures of
six stories.
• It is unclear how to classify buildings with
multiple heights (four stories on one end of the
building and five or more stories on the other
end).
Multifamily Rates: A review of student generation
rates by dwelling type and year built clearly
indicates that multifamily units built in the last
several decades generate students differently than
older multifamily units. After running several tests,
Montgomery Planning found that the average K
through 12 student generation rate for multifamily
structures built prior to 1990 was statistically
different from the average for structures built in
1990 and later. Likewise, the multifamily student
generation rate for structures built in the 1980s
was significantly different statistically from the rate
for those built in the 1990s and from the rate for
multifamily units built since 1990. There was no
statistical difference, however, between the average
generation rates for multifamily structures built
in the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s. The units built in
more recent decades tend to have fewer bedrooms
and be smaller and more expensive, making them
less family oriented. Figure 22 demonstrates the
relationship between decade built and student
generation from multifamily units. Figure 23 shows
the cumulative new housing units delivered since
1950 in multifamily buildings by unit size.
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Figure 22. Multifamily Student Generation Rates and Units Built by Decade, 2018.
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Figure 23. Multifamily Rental Units Built by Unit Size, 1950-2016.
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Single-family: For single-family housing units, which
are generally owner-occupied units, the relationship
between year built and student generation is less
clear because single-family homes tend to generate
students in cycles based on how recently they
were sold, regardless of age. Montgomery Planning
analysis of enrollment data revealed that a singlefamily home is very likely to generate students for
the first 10 to 15 years after being sold. Ten years
post-sale, the average student generation begins to
drop. Fifteen years post-sale, the typical single-family
home generates no students for long periods of time
until they are sold again. That turnover cycle for
single-family homes, however, is long compared to
multifamily units. As shown in Figure 24, 61 percent
of the households in owner-occupied units, which
tend to be single-family homes, have lived in their
homes for more than 10 years (moved in 2009 or
earlier). This explains why nearly three quarters of
the county’s single-family detached homes have
no public school students at all, as shown in Figure

25. In contrast, 38 percent of households in renteroccupied units have lived in their units for less than
two years. In 2019, approximately 4 percent of the
county’s single-family detached units were sold,
whereas about 33 percent of the county’s renters
move out of their apartments each year.
Prior to 2016, student generation rates for singlefamily units were calculated using only homes that
had been built within the last 10 years. Homes built
in the last 10 years are also ones that have sold
in the last 10 years. As such, using recently built
single-family homes excluded every home that last
sold more than 10 years ago – homes that are far
less likely to be generating students – and therefore
resulted in biased rates that were disproportionately
high. As a result, the County Council decided in 2016
to use student generation rates that captured the
average student generation over the entire life of the
home.

Figure 24. Year Householder Moved Into Unit, Owners/Renters.
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Figure 25. Shares of Single-Family Detached Homes by Number of Students, 2019.
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Updated student generation rates: Given the data discussed above, which give a better understanding of
how single-family units and multifamily units generate students, Recommendation 4.13 calls for calculating
countywide and School Impact Area student generation rates using all single-family units and only
multifamily units built since 1990. The recommendation also calls for not distinguishing multifamily buildings
by height, based on the increased difficulties this presents methodologically. As a result, Table 11 identifies
the updated student generation rates, calculated by Montgomery Planning using 2019 enrollment and parcel
data.
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Table 11. 2019 Student Generation Rate Countywide and by School Impact Area.

Countywide
Infill
Impact Areas
Turnover
Impact Areas
Greenfield
Impact Areas

Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
Multifamily (Since 1990)
Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
Multifamily (Since 1990)
Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
Multifamily (Since 1990)
Single-Family Detached
Single-Family Attached
Multifamily (Since 1990)

Student Generation Rates
ES
MS
HS
K-12
0.198
0.111
0.155
0.464
0.222
0.115
0.151
0.487
0.066
0.030
0.036
0.133
0.190
0.096
0.133
0.419
0.171
0.086
0.112
0.369
0.050
0.020
0.024
0.093
0.193
0.109
0.155
0.457
0.229
0.120
0.160
0.510
0.097
0.050
0.060
0.208
0.336
0.181
0.206
0.724
0.318
0.141
0.158
0.618
0.253
0.131
0.149
0.532

Development Application Review
Recommendation 4.14: Amend Chapter 50,
Article II, Section 4.3.J.7. of the County Code
to require a development application to be
retested for school infrastructure adequacy
when an applicant requests an extension
of their Adequate Public Facilities validity
period.
County Code currently limits the validity of an
approved preliminary plan for a development’s
adequate public facilities (APF) approval to “no
less than 5 and no more than 10 years after the
preliminary plan is approved, as determined by
the Board when it approved the plan.28 If the
applicant requests an extension of the APF validity
period, County Code requires that the applicant
demonstrate it has secured financing and met other
markers indicating that project is moving forward.
It also allows the Planning Board to require the
applicant to submit an updated traffic study “to
demonstrate how the extension would not be averse
to the public interest.”29
28 Montgomery County Code, Chapter 50. Section 4.3.J.5.
29 Montgomery County Code, Chapter 50. Section 4.3.J.7.
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Recognizing that school conditions and school
tests also change over time, this recommended
amendment to the County Code would require
an updated schools APF determination for any
remaining unbuilt residential units utilizing the
school infrastructure adequacy test in place at the
time of the Planning Board’s review of the extension
request.
Recommendation 4.15: Require MCPS
to designate a representative to the
Development Review Committee to better tie
the development review process with school
facility planning. Ensure this representative
has appropriate authority to represent
MCPS’s official positions.
The Development Review Committee is established
in County Code as a committee consisting of
Montgomery Planning staff and representatives
from utility companies and federal, state, county
and municipal agencies. The committee’s
responsibility is to meet with development
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applicants to review their application for regulatory
conformance, reconcile conflicting requirements
and generally facilitate agency review of the
application. establishes the Development Review
Committee and Chapter 50, Article II, Section
4.2 identifies the reviewing agencies that serve
on the committee. MCPS is currently identified
as a reviewing agency that receives copies of all
development applications. This recommendation
would compel MCPS to provide a representative
to serve on the Development Review Committee
and provide comments when pertinent (i.e., on all

applications proposing residential development).
MCPS’s participation on the committee will benefit
both MCPS and Montgomery Planning by fostering
better understanding of school conditions, a
development’s potential impact on schools and
any potential solutions. It will also afford the
development applicant an opportunity during the
development review process to negotiate with
MCPS the terms of any potential land dedication,
school construction or facility improvement to be
performed by the applicant.

Utilization Premium Payments
Montgomery County must find ways to encourage
economic development and desired growth patterns
while solving overcapacity issues in schools. Chapter
6 includes recommendations related to impact
taxes, which are paid per unit by developers to offset
the enrollment impacts of new development, and
the recordation tax, which is paid by homebuyers
and can be used to mitigate the enrollment
impacts of housing turnover. Currently, developers
pay school impact taxes on all new residential
development, whether or not the schools in the area
of development are over capacity. The school impact
tax helps pay for the construction or expansion
of school facilities across the entire county and
is calculated to cover 120 percent of the cost of
each additional student seat a new housing unit
generates. The school impact tax recommendations
in Chapter 6 generally make the taxes lower and
more context-sensitive based on the School Impact
Areas.
Additionally, Recommendation 4.9 limits
moratoria to Greenfield Impact Areas only. While
this recognizes the unique context of those areas
it also acknowledges that there is limited new
development in Turnover Impact Areas and the
type of development in the Infill Impact Areas has
a limited per unit impact on enrollment. That is not
to say that new development in these areas has no
impact on enrollment. Enrollment in the Infill Impact
Areas increased 15.3 percent between 2013 and 2018

and some of the schools serving those areas are
overcrowded.
To help ensure the needed school construction
funds, the Planning Board recommends shifting
the developer impact burden to those areas with
the most significant school capacity issues by
introducing Utilization Premium Payments. The
Utilization Premium Payments will be collected at
the same time as impact taxes—when a developer
applies for a building permit.
Recommendation 4.16: Require applicants
to pay Utilization Premium Payments when
a school’s projected utilization three years in
the future exceeds 120 percent.
With Utilization Premium Payments, if the schools
serving a residential development project are
overcapacity, the developer will be required as
a condition of preliminary plan approval to pay
more for further burdening the schools and to help
provide the necessary school infrastructure. The
payments would be made by the developer when it
applies for a building permit, based on the payments
required as indicated in the Annual School Test
in effect at that time. If multiple schools serving
the project site exceed the given threshold then
payments are required for each.
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Table 12. Utilization Premium Payment Calculation Factors.
School Level
Elementary School
Middle School
High School

Payment Factor
25% of the standard impact tax for the School Impact Area and dwelling type
15% of the standard impact tax for the School Impact Area and dwelling type
20% of the standard impact tax for the School Impact Area and dwelling type

The Utilization Premium Payments will be calculated as a percentage of the applicable standard impact tax
rates, as shown in Table 12. The factors vary by school level to reflect the relative impact housing units have on
student enrollment at each level. Table 13 identifies the Utilization Premium Payment rates by School Impact
Area, school level and dwelling type.

Table 13. Proposed Utilization Premium Payment Amounts by School Impact Area, School Level and Unit Type.

Infill
Impact Areas
Turnover
Impact Areas
Greenfield
Impact Areas

Elementary School
Middle School
High School
Elementary School
Middle School
High School
Elementary School
Middle School
High School

Single-family
Detached
$4,927
$2,956
$3,941
$5,396
$3,237
$4,316
$8,452
$5,071
$6,762

Single-family
Attached
$4,328
$2,597
$3,462
$5,982
$3,589
$4,786
$7,173
$4,304
$5,738

Multifamily
$1,093
$656
$874
$2,422
$1,453
$1,938
$6,225
$3,735
$4,980

The Utilization Premium Payment amounts will be updated every two years, effective July 1 of each odd
numbered year, when the standard impact tax rates are updated using the most current enrollment and
school construction cost data from MCPS.
The only exemptions from the Utilization Premium Payments would be:
• legacy development projects that received their approvals prior to adoption of the County Growth Policy
and therefore without the Utilization Premium Payment condition of approval, and
• MPDUs (and other affordable units).
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CHAPTER FIVE

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
Here are the key objectives of the County Growth
Policy30 transportation elements.
• Prioritizing human life over mobility and other
objectives of the road system. The road system
should be safe for all users, for all modes of
transportation, and in every community.
• Recognizing that the county’s communities
span a variety of land use environments
with a continuum of place-types across
urban, suburban and rural areas, and the
county’s area master plans, zoning and
other supporting policies reflect the varied
expectations in each environment for ease of
travel by foot, bike, transit or car.
• Ensuring that both private sector development
and public sector transportation infrastructure
proceed in a coordinated fashion to achieve
the master plan vision.
• Incentivizing development attributes that
improve the efficiency of the planned
transportation infrastructure through the
management of travel demand31 and parking
supply.
Traffic is understandably a concern for people who
live, work and play in Montgomery County. However,
the solution isn’t halting development. If we do not
allow development in the county, people will move,
and businesses will build and develop outside of
Montgomery County. With these moves, they’ll take
their talent and contributions to the community –

and their jobs and tax dollars – elsewhere.
Increased traffic is a biproduct of having great
things in our community. When everyone wants to
be here, naturally roads get more congested. This
is one of the reasons the County Growth Policy is
so important. It provides guideposts for planning
smarter with needed transportation infrastructure
and diverse transportation options. But as the
county’s development patterns shift, we must ensure
that the transportation tests we use to ensure a
balance between proposed new development and
transportation infrastructure shift to reflect these
new realities.
The County Growth Policy plays a large role in
offering better transportation options and mitigating
increased traffic. The policy’s transportation
elements serve a single purpose: ensuring that new
residential and commercial development provides
adequate public infrastructure facilities in an
appropriate manner and to an appropriate extent.
The policy is the process by which the county
defines the term “adequacy” for transportation
infrastructure and by which it defines the nexus
between development and transportation
adequacy. In particular, the County Growth Policy
defines the processes for assessing how the travel
demand generated by new development contributes
to the need for, and the provision of, transportation
facilities and services that are explicitly defined in
master plans or consistent with those plans.

30 Note: Consistent with Recommendation 3.1, we will refer to the updated 2020-2024 Subdivision Staging Policy as the County Growth Policy. We will continue to
refer to the current policy, last updated in 2016, as the Subdivision Staging Policy, or SSP.
31 Trips resulting from new residential and/or commercial development.
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Currently, there are three means by which the
development approval process affects the provision
of transportation capacity, described below from the
broadest to the narrowest focus.
• The Transportation Impact Tax assesses the
degree to which all development contributes
to funding the provision of significant masterplanned transportation projects that the
county is responsible for constructing. The
impact tax, governed by Section 52 of the
County Code, is not technically part of the
County Growth Policy, but it is integral to the
consideration of transportation impacts. This
document recommends changes to the impact
tax to be implemented concurrently with the
County Growth Policy recommendations.
• The Local Area Transportation Review
(LATR) process assesses the degree to which
transportation conditions in the immediate
vicinity of the development site are adequate,
the extent of which is determined by the size of
the project. The LATR is a set of transportation
adequacy tests (applied to motor vehicle,
transit, bike and pedestrian travel) for
determining new development impacts on
travel demand and intersection performance
for local roads near the proposed development
site. These tests are used to determine whether
an area can support new development. If it
cannot support new development, the LATR
process determines what transportation
facilities must be in place for new development
to move forward or what traffic mitigation
payment must be made toward areawide
transportation needs.
• Finally, many site development approval
conditions related to transportation are
derived from other elements of the regulatory
process, notably site layout design, mode

access and internal travel circulation features,
and are based on design standards that are
independent of the County Growth Policy.
The Subdivision Staging Policy features multiple
tools and measurements to determine if
transportation infrastructure is adequate to support
future development. It does this by analyzing
current and future travel conditions; this analysis
also informs how to create future land use and
transportation balance in master plans. In addition,
the SSP should align (to the extent possible) with
other high priority county policies and initiatives
– such as Vision Zero. Currently, the SSP relies on
the application of: (1) the multimodal Local Area
Transportation Review (LATR) process and Unified
Mobility Programs (UMPs)32 for the evaluation of
transportation adequacy for subdivision applications
and (2) the motor vehicle transportation adequacy
test for the evaluation of master plans.
To assist in updating the transportation elements
of the policy, Montgomery Planning formed the
Transportation Impact Study Technical Working
Group (TISTWG). The TISTWG consists of key
stakeholders, including staff representing the
Montgomery Planning, Montgomery County
Department of Transportation (MCDOT), Maryland
State Highway Administration (MDSHA) and
representatives of civic groups and the private
development community. The TISTWG, working in
collaboration with the Fehr & Peers DC/Toole Design
consulting team, informed Montgomery Planning
staff with the evaluation of alternative approaches
and development of recommendations for the
County Growth Policy. Further information about the
TISTWG, including a member roster, is documented
in Appendix J.

32 Unified Mobility Programs are pro-rata share districts in which each development contributes resources (whether facility construction or funding) towards a
well-defined set of projects with the contribution defined in proportion to the relative level of demand contributed by that development. The pro-rata share concept can be expressed as a fraction in which the numerator is the private sector funding for total system supply and the denominator is the unit of development
demand. Beyond this basic concept, the details of defining the numerator and denominator vary from place to place; they are dependent upon the physical,
environmental, and political context. Currently, an UMP is operational in White Oak and another is under development in Bethesda.
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Montgomery County Policy Areas
Montgomery County is diverse, ranging from
Metrorail-served Central Business Districts like
Bethesda and Silver Spring to the rural Agricultural
Reserve, with a wide range of built environments
in between. The SSP has long recognized a onesize-fits-all approach does not satisfy the county’s
transportation needs, but instead require a contextsensitive approach to defining transportation system
adequacy, assessing impacts and developing and
implementing solutions.
Montgomery County’s organizing approach has
been to identify policy areas that broadly gauge
the diversity of places within the county and help
assess transportation needs from an areawide
perspective. A major outcome of the 2016-2020 SSP
was the division of the county into 38 different policy
areas classified as Red, Orange, Yellow or Green.33
This change reflected the recognition that Policy
Areas vary greatly by many characteristics, such as
density, land use types, function and capacity of the
road network, and availability of transit, bike and
pedestrian facilities and services.
1

Most importantly, the transportation network serving
each Policy Area has performance expectations that
are established through the master plan process
describing how these characteristics are to change
over time. A more quantitative accounting of
how Policy Areas differ now and in the future was
developed as part of the 2016-2020 SSP review
process as a means of distinguishing among place
types so that the eventual “tests” for adequacy might

better align with existing conditions as well as the
future vision in the 1993 General Plan.
Using existing Policy Area geographies, the Policy
Areas are categorized (as depicted in Figure 26) by:
(1) observed Non-Auto Driver Mode Share (NADMS)34
for work trips; (2) observed land use density and
(3) land use density forecasts. Relative to earlier
policy area categorizations, the current Policy Area
grouping is better aligned with the 1993 General
Plan, area master/sector plans and Road Code
guidance regarding place types.
Currently, the SSP organizes County Policy Areas into
four (4) categories. The map in Figure 26 identifies
the location of each area based on a series of
Planning Board recommendation contained within
this chapter. Updated descriptions of the policy area
categories are provided below as well:
Red: Downcounty Central Business Districts
and policy areas characterized by high-density
development and the availability of premium transit
service (i.e., Metrorail/Purple Line).
Orange: Corridor cities, town centers, and emerging
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) areas where
premium transit service (i.e., Corridor Cities
Transitway, bus rapid transit) is planned.
Yellow: Low-density areas of the county
characterized by mainly residential neighborhoods
with community-serving commercial areas.
Green: The county’s Agricultural Reserve
and rural areas.

33 The Forest Glen MSPA will be added as the 39th policy area as part of this SSP update.
34 Non-Auto Driver Mode Share is defined as the sum of all person trips made not as the driver of an automobile.
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Figure 26. County Policy Areas Organized by Four Categories.
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Multimodal Local Area Transportation Review
Local Area Transportation Review (LATR) is the
transportation adequacy test used to evaluate locallevel transportation conditions affected by proposed
development. The current process is contextsensitive in its application, with individual tests for
vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle and transit travel, as
described below.
Motor vehicle adequacy is defined by a series of
intersection level of service standards by policy area
and includes volume to capacity ratios, average
vehicle delay, and Critical Lane Volume (CLV). For
signalized intersections located within Red or
Orange policy areas, the Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) operational (delay-based) level of service
standard applies to all study intersections. For
signalized intersections located within Yellow or
Green policy areas, the CLV-based level of service
standard applies to study intersections with a CLV
of 1,350 or less, and the Highway Capacity Manual
delay-based level of service standard applies to
study intersections with a CLV of more than 1,350.
The concept of travel time reliability was introduced
to the 2017 LATR Guidelines through a reference
to the regional congestion management report;
signalized intersections on roadway segments that
have an observed travel time index of 2.0 must
perform a network analysis that considers queuing
and spillback.
Pedestrian system adequacy is defined as providing
level of service (LOS) D 35 service or better for
any signalized crosswalk. The methodology for
evaluating pedestrian level of service is described in
the 2010 HCM in Chapter 18. Any site that generates
more than 50 pedestrian peak hour trips (including
trips to transit) must:
• Fix (or fund) Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) non-compliance issues within a 500-foot
radius of site boundaries, and
• Ensure LOS D for crosswalk pedestrian delay
(or no more delay than existing) at LATR
study intersections within 500 feet of site
boundaries or within areas where the county’s
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road construction code specifies use of urban
design standards.
Regardless of the development size and location, if
an intersection operational analysis is triggered for
any intersections within a Road Code Urban Area
(RCUA)36 or Bicycle Pedestrian Priority Area (BPPA)37
mitigation must not increase average pedestrian
crossing time at the intersection.
Bicycle system adequacy is defined as providing
a low Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) for bicyclists. For
any proposed development generating at least 50
peak-hour, non-motorized trips and located within a
quarter mile of an educational institution or existing/
planned bikeshare station, the applicant must make
improvements needed to provide low Level of Traffic
Stress (LTS-2) conditions that link the site to or
otherwise extend an LTS-2 facility within 750 feet of a
development site boundary or implement a masterplanned improvement that provides an equivalent
improvement in LTS.
Transit system adequacy for LATR is defined as
providing a peak load of LOS D for bus transit service
routes (1.25 transit riders per seat) during the peak
period (in the peak direction). For any development
generating at least 50 peak-hour transit riders, the
applicant must inventory bus routes at stations/
stops within 1,000 feet of the site and identify
the peak load for each route at that station. The
applicant must coordinate with the transit service
provider to identify and implement (or fund)
improvements that would be needed to address
conditions worse than LOS D due to additional
patrons generated by the development.
Over time, in lieu of LATR, the county will expand
the application of Unified Mobility Programs for
specific small areas countywide. In its simplest form,
UMPs involve the development of: (1) trip forecasts
for a sub-area and (2) the capital costs necessary
to fund the supporting sub-area master-planned
infrastructure in order to determine a cost per trip to
be applied to proposed development within the area
in question.
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Motivation for Changes to the Local Area Transportation Review Adequacy Test
The 2016-2020 Subdivision Staging Policy guides the
current LATR process. This process was not informed
by the county’s adoption of Vision Zero38 earlier that
same year.

as roadway engineering advancements,
personal electronic device innovations, etc.,
are necessary components for avoiding the
impacts of human errors.

The county’s 2020 Vision Zero Action Plan
recommends updating the Subdivision Staging
Policy to align with Vision Zero principles, some of
which can be conceivably incorporated into LATR
and transportation impact studies. These Vision Zero
principles include:

• People are inherently vulnerable, and
speed is a fundamental predictor of crash
survival. The transportation system should be
designed for speeds that protect human life.

• Transportation-related deaths and severe
injuries are preventable and unacceptable.
• Human life takes priority over mobility
and other objectives of the road system.
The road system should be safe for all users,
for all modes of transportation, and every
community
• Human error is inevitable; the
transportation system should be designed
to anticipate error, so the consequences are
not severe injury or death. Advancements
in vehicle design and technology, as well

• Safe human behaviors, education and
enforcement are essential contributors to
a safe system.
• Policies at all levels of government need to
align, making safety the highest priority
for roadways.
The transportation recommendations described
below seek to better reflect these principles in the
current LATR process.

35 https://montgomeryplanning.org/planning/transportation/highway-planning/road-code/
36 https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/dot-dte/BiPPA/index.html
37 Vision Zero is a proven strategy to prevent transportation-related deaths and severe injuries.
38 Pedestrian level of service D – a pedestrian’s freedom to select walking speed and pass others is restricted, there is a high probability of conflicts for reverse or
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Vision Zero Resources
Recommendation 5.1: Design roads
immediately adjacent to new development to
account for all identified recommendations
from applicable planning documents including
Functional Plans, Master Plans and Area Plans.
Since adopting the Vision Zero Action Plan, the
county launched several Vision Zero-related
initiatives. These initiatives should be leveraged and
incorporated into the LATR process. Some of these
initiatives have been completed and adopted while
others are ongoing and could be incorporated in the
future, including
• Bicycle Master Plan – adopted
• Pedestrian Master Plan – ongoing
• High Injury Network – completed
• Predictive Safety Analysis – ongoing
• Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress Map –
completed

• Pedestrian Level of Comfort Map – ongoing
• Vision Zero Toolkit – ongoing
• Complete Streets Design Guide – ongoing
The resources listed above, in particular the
Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress and Pedestrian
Level of Comfort Map, are only useful if the
models are built on data that accurately reflects
the conditions for bicyclists and pedestrians. To
support Recommendation 5.1, the transportation
consultant shall check the accuracy of the
bicycle and pedestrian network attributes in
the county’s database relative to the observed
existing conditions in the context of performing a
transportation impact study for any development
project. The consultant should identify any
inaccurate network attributes and any attributes to
be updated in accordance with the development
“as built” plans and report this information to
Montgomery Planning to update the county’s
databases accordingly.

Mitigation Priorities
Mitigation strategies to increase vehicular capacity
or reduce delay for motor vehicles may be counter
to Vision Zero principles. Increases in speed or
increasing motor vehicle capacity through roadway
widening, signal phasing or timing changes
may increase hazards for pedestrians, bicyclists
and drivers. It is critical that any capacity-based
mitigation strategy does not negatively impact the
safety of any roadway user. As listed in preferential
order below, the current LATR Guidelines prioritize
the application of modal mitigation approaches
as follows when projected traffic generated from
proposed projects exceeds the applicable policy
area congestion standard:
• Transportation demand management (TDM)
approaches to reduce vehicular demand
• Pedestrian or bicycle improvements
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• Transit facility or service improvements
• Intersection operational improvements
• Roadway capacity improvements
In Road Code Urban Areas (RCUAs) and Bicycle
Pedestrian Priority Areas (BiPPAs), adjusting the
prioritization of mitigation approaches listed above
may allow for developer mitigation payment in lieu
of construction.
Recommendation 5.2: Prioritize motor
vehicle mitigation strategies designed to
improve travel safety.
A developer must mitigate all failing LATR
tests (safety, transit, bicycle, pedestrian and
motor vehicle). However, typical motor vehicle
congestion mitigation strategies (widening roads
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or intersections, or even modifying signal timing),
can often counter to desired safety conditions and
other mitigation strategies related to other modes of
travel. As a result, the Planning Board recommends
prioritizing motor vehicle mitigation as follows:
1. transportation demand management (TDM)
approaches to reduce vehicular demand
2. payment in lieu of mitigation

In the event that intersection operational
improvements or roadway capacity improvements
proposed by the developer run counter to the
county’s Vision Zero goals or directly detriment
safety, transit or non-motorized improvements
required by the other LATR tests, the Planning
Board may alternatively require the developer to
make payments to MCDOT in lieu of motor vehicle
mitigation.

3. intersection operational improvements
4. roadway capacity improvements
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Development Review Committee
Upon submission of a development application, the
Development Review Committee (DRC), comprised
of representatives from public agencies and utilities,
discuss the application with Montgomery Planning
and provide comments on the development
application. Staff then prepares recommendations to
present to the Planning Board as part of the public
hearing on the proposed site plan. The DRC plays an
important role in the development review process
and should be used as a platform to elevate travel
safety principles. An appropriate individual with a
focus on Vision Zero, representing a public agency or
Vision Zero advocacy group, should be incorporated
into the committee.

Recommendation 5.3: Given the additional
focus on Vision Zero principles in the
development review process, designate
a Vision Zero representative to the
Development Review Committee to review
the development application and Vision
Zero elements of LATR transportation impact
studies and to make recommendations
regarding how to incorporate the conclusions
and safety recommendations of LATR
transportation impact studies.

Transportation Impact Study Approach and Scope
A literature review of similar efforts by other
selected jurisdictions aided Montgomery Planning
in identifying approaches for enhancing integration
of Vision Zero goals and objectives into the multimodal LATR process. The findings derived from
the literature review informed identification
of the transportation impact study approach
recommendations described below.
Recommendation 5.4: Introduce a Vision
Zero Impact Statement for all LATR studies
pertaining to subdivisions that will generate
50 or more peak-hour person trips.
To ensure development is executed to better
align with Vision Zero principles, all LATR studies
must include a Vision Zero Impact Statement that
describes:
• any segment of the high injury network located
on the development frontage.
• crash analysis for the development frontage.
• an evaluation of the required sight distance for
all development access points.
• identification of conflict points for drivers,
bicyclists and pedestrians and a qualitative
assessment of the safety of the conflict.
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• a speed study including posted, operating,
design and target speeds.
• any capital or operational modifications
required to maximize safe access to the site
and surrounding area, particularly from the
Vision Zero Toolkit.39
In addition, mitigation recommendations from
the capacity-based adequacy determination must
address the needs identified in the Vision Zero
Impact Statement and the current Pedestrian
and Bicycle Impact Statement. A goal of the
requirements listed immediately above is to ensure
Vision Zero resources accurately reflect conditions
on the development frontage.
Recommendation 5.5: For LATR studies
of new development generating 50 or
more peak-hour weekday person trips,
couple current multi-modal transportation
adequacy tests with options that can be
implemented over time utilizing Vision
Zero-related tools and resources currently
available and under development. When
the appropriate set of tools (described in
the Vision Zero Resources section above)
are operational, the current multi-modal
transportation adequacy tests should be
updated as described below.
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Because the various modes of the transportation
system are not isolated, adequacy tests are required
if the new development produces greater than 50
peak-hour weekday person trips. The motor vehicle
system adequacy test is required if the site generates
at least 50 peak-hour person trips. The pedestrian,
bicycle and transit system adequacy tests are
required if the given mode generates at least five
peak-hour trips by that mode, with an exception for
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) component
of the pedestrian system adequacy test which is
required if the site generates 50 or more peak-hour
pedestrian trips.
Safety System Adequacy
Safety system adequacy will be defined through
a Vision Zero test. This test will entail a safety
performance analysis that will be performed
utilizing a safety performance function (SPF). A
SPF is an equation used to predict the number
of crashes per year at a location as a function of
exposure, land use and roadway or intersection
characteristics. Development can impact the factors
that influence the estimated number of crashes.
The county is conducting a Predictive Safety
Analysis for estimating SPFs and the estimated
number of crashes for common crash types. Upon
Planning Board approval following completion

of the Predictive Safety Analysis, safety system
adequacy will be defined as providing a reduction
in the overall estimated number of crashes (based
on SPFs) for the build conditions at all intersections
and street segments within the study scope. This
method should factor in development-generated
site trips as well as development-related changes
to the transportation network and public space. If
the number of expected crashes is found to increase
with the new development traffic, safety mitigation
must be applied in order to reduce the overall
number of expected crashes at study intersections
and street segments to below predevelopment
levels. The developer should make a fair share
contribution to mitigation at study intersections that
are not direct access points to the development.
The geographic scope of the safety system test is
one network-based mile from the site frontage or a
distance determined by the size of the development
project and the number of peak-hour vehicle trips
generated (as shown in Table 14), whichever is less.

Table 14. Proportional Approach to Determining the Scope of Safety System and Motor Vehicle Adequacy Tests.
Maximum Peak-Hour
Vehicle Trips Generated
< 250
250 – 749
750 – 1,249
1,250 – 1,749
1,750 – 2,249
2,250 – 2,749
> 2,750

Minimum Signalized
Intersections in Each Direction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

39 The Montgomery County Planning Department is developing a detailed document for community members to explain Vision Zero concepts and crash
mitigation strategies for common crash risks. A draft toolkit is under review by the Department.
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The process for utilizing the SPF approach in the
Vision Zero test will be refined and described in
greater detail after the Montgomery County Planning
Department completes the Predictive Safety
Analysis.
Motor Vehicle System Adequacy
The Planning Board’s recommended motor vehicle
system adequacy standards are described in
Recommendation 5.7. In this context, vehicular
capacity mitigation must not negatively impact the
results of the safety test. The scope of the motor
vehicle adequacy test is based on the size of the
project and the number of peak-hour vehicle trips
generated by the project, as shown in Table 14.
When mitigation is required, it will be based on the
prioritization identified in Recommendation 5.2,
with the developer required to mitigate its impact on
any failing intersection (or down to the policy area
standard, whichever is less).
Pedestrian System Adequacy
The current standard for pedestrian system
adequacy, will be updated as described below upon
Planning Board approval of Pedestrian Level of
Comfort map completion.
• For any site generating at least 50, but fewer
than 100 peak-hour person trips:
Demonstrate the achievement of a
“somewhat comfortable” or “very
comfortable” Pedestrian Level of Comfort40
(PLOC) score for walking to destinations
within 250 feet of a development site
boundary – including commercial centers,
transit stations, schools, parks, libraries,
recreation centers, medical facilities, among
other things – or transit stops within 500
feet of the development site boundary. If
current conditions are not adequate, the
applicant must construct up to 500 feet of
improvements to achieve adequacy from
the site frontage. Specific improvements
to be constructed should be identified in
consultation with Montgomery Planning.

The pedestrian adequacy test should also
include an evaluation of existing street
lighting based on Montgomery County
Department of Transportation (MCDOT)
standards along roadways or paths
from the development to destinations
within 250 feet of the development site
boundary or to transit stops within 500
feet of the development site boundary.
Where standards are not met, street
lighting shall be upgraded to meet the
applicable standards. The streetlight field
review shall include a field inventory of
existing streetlight and pedestrian scale
fixtures with current spacing and general
location of luminaire noted (utility pole
mounted, stand-alone pole mount, or
pedestrian scale). All longitudinal spacing
or intersection locations that do not meet
MCDOT standards should be noted. Note
this inventory is not intended to be a
full lighting study with measurement of
illuminance levels but will identify missing
lighting locations at intersections as well
as longitudinal spacing deficiencies as per
MCDOT streetlight standards.
• For any site generating 100 or more peak-hour
person trips:
Demonstrate the achievement of a
“somewhat comfortable” or “very
comfortable” Pedestrian Level of Comfort
(PLOC) score for walking to destinations
within 500 feet of a development site
boundary – including commercial centers,
transit stations, schools, parks, libraries,
recreation centers, medical facilities, among
other things – or transit stops within 1000
feet of the development site boundary. If
current conditions are not adequate, the
applicant must construct up to 1000 feet of
improvements to achieve adequacy from
the site frontage. Specific improvements
to be constructed should be identified in
consultation with Montgomery Planning.

40 http://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Pedestrian-Level-of-Comfort-Description.pdf
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The pedestrian adequacy test should also
include an evaluation of existing street
lighting based on Montgomery County
Department of Transportation (MCDOT)
standards along roadways or paths
from the development to destinations
within 500 feet of the development site
boundary or to transit stops within 1000
feet of the development site boundary.
Where standards are not met, street
lighting shall be upgraded to meet the
applicable standards. The streetlight field
review shall include a field inventory of
existing streetlight and pedestrian scale
fixtures with current spacing and general
location of luminaire noted (utility pole
mounted, stand-alone pole mount, or
pedestrian scale). All longitudinal spacing
or intersection locations that do not meet
MCDOT standards should be noted. Note
this inventory is not intended to be a
full lighting study with measurement of
illuminance levels but will identify missing
lighting locations at intersections as well
as longitudinal spacing deficiencies as per
MCDOT streetlight standards.
• Additionally, any site generating at least 50
pedestrian peak-hour trips (including to
transit) must address all ADA noncompliance
issues within a 500-foot radius of site
boundaries.
Bicycle System Adequacy
Maintaining the adequacy measurement from the
current LATR Guidelines, bicycle system adequacy
will be defined as providing a low or very low Level
of Traffic Stress (LTS) for bicyclists. The current test
should be updated as described below.
• For any site generating at least 50, but fewer
than 100 peak-hour person trips:
Conduct existing adequacy test to ensure
low Level of Traffic Stress conditions
within 375 feet of the site frontage. If

current connections are not adequate, the
applicant must construct up to 375 feet of
side-paths, separated bike lanes, or trails
that create or extend a low level of traffic
stress up to 375 feet from the site frontage.
In consultation with Montgomery Planning,
the improvements to be constructed will be
informed by the Bicycle Master Plan priority
tiers.
• For any site generating 100 or more peak-hour
person trips:
Conduct existing adequacy test to ensure
low Level of Traffic Stress conditions
within 750 feet of the site frontage. If
current connections are not adequate, the
applicant must construct up to 750 feet of
side-paths, separated bike lanes, or trails
that create or extend a low level of traffic
stress up to 750 feet from the site frontage.
In consultation with Montgomery Planning,
the improvements to be constructed will be
informed by the Bicycle Master Plan priority
tiers.
Transit System Adequacy
To better reflect access to transit stops, the capacitybased adequacy test for the transit system will be
maintained from the current LATR Guidelines but
should be updated as described below.
• For any site generating at least 50, but fewer
than 100 peak-hour person trips:
The standard for transit system adequacy
is defined as providing a peak load of level
of service (LOS D) for bus transit service
routes (1.25 transit riders per seat) during
the peak period in the peak direction. The
development applicant must inventory
bus routes at stations/stops within 500 feet
of the site and identify the peak load for
each route at that station. The applicant
must coordinate with the transit service
provider to identify and implement (or fund)
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improvements needed to address conditions
worse than LOS D due to additional patrons
generated by the development.
• For any site generating 100 or more peak-hour
person trips:
The standard for transit system adequacy
is defined as providing a peak load of level
of service (LOS D) for bus transit service
routes (1.25 transit riders per seat) during
the peak period in the peak direction. The
development applicant must inventory bus
routes at stations/stops within 1,000 feet
of the site and identify the peak load for
each route at that station. The applicant
must coordinate with the transit service
provider to identify and implement (or fund)
improvements needed to address conditions
worse than LOS D due to additional patrons
generated by the development.
Application of LATR in Red Policy Areas
Recommendation 5.6: Eliminate the
LATR study requirement for motor vehicle
adequacy in Red Policy Areas (Metrorail
Station Policy Areas and Purple Line Station
Areas).
The Red policy areas of the county share several
characteristics that make the application of the
traditional LATR study approach in these areas
problematic.
• The application of capacity-based levelof-service (LOS) measures often results in
mitigation requirements that are in direct
conflict with Vision Zero-related travel safety
goals and objectives.
• For transportation efficiency, development is
most desirable in these areas to leverage the
significant investment in the Metrorail system,
so streamlining the development approval
process is most important in these areas.
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• Relative to other areas, the transportation
infrastructure in Red Metrorail Station Policy
Areas is the most complex, and desired masterplanned improvements are most likely to be
multimodal and operational in nature rather
than capacity-based improvements for any
single mode.
• The multimodal environment in these areas
supports the long-standing policy acceptance
of higher levels of traffic congestion (a 120
seconds/vehicle Highway Capacity Manual
average intersection vehicle delay standard);
combined with the fact that most MSPAs
have a robust street grid that disperses
traffic resulting in relatively few LATR studies
requiring transportation improvements.
For these reasons, this recommendation eliminates
the motor vehicle adequacy component of the LATR
study requirement for Red Policy Areas. Instead,
the assessment of motor vehicle transportation
system performance in these areas should be
performed through the biennial monitoring
program41 including a Comprehensive Local
Area Transportation Review42 (or comparable
analysis), to identify and prioritize master planned
infrastructure implementation needs. Concurrently,
the establishment of Unified Mobility Programs
(UMPs) should be considered for Red Policy Areas, as
appropriate.
Motor Vehicle LATR Intersection Congestion
Standards
Recommendation 5.7: Expand the
application of the Critical Lane Volume (CLV)
analysis methodology as a screening tool to
determine the necessity for the application of
the more robust Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) analysis methodology for the motor
vehicle transportation adequacy analysis.
Currently, for intersections located within Red or
Orange policy areas, the Highway Capacity Manual
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(HCM) delay-based level of service standard applies
to all signalized intersections subject to a LATR
motor vehicle transportation adequacy study. For
signalized intersections located within Yellow and
Green policy areas, the Critical Lane Volume (CLV)
level of service standard applies to signalized study
intersections exhibiting a CLV of 1,350 or less, and
the HCM delay-based level of service standard
applies to signalized study intersections exhibiting a
CLV greater than 1,350.
This recommendation modifies and expands
the application of CLV as a screening tool for the

application of the HCM methodology in Orange,
Yellow and Green policy areas. Pursuant to
Recommendation 5.6, the motor vehicle adequacy
test will not be applied in Red policy areas. When
a motor vehicle LATR study is required, the initial
analysis will be a CLV evaluation. Only signalized
intersections exhibiting a CLV exceeding the
applicable policy area CLV congestion standard will
require the HCM delay-based analysis. Motor vehicle
mitigation (as prioritized in Recommendation 5.2) is
required for any intersection failing the HCM test (i.e.,
exhibiting delay exceeding the applicable policy area
HCM delay standard).

Transit Corridor LATR Intersection Congestion Standard
Two major planning initiatives that focus on
increasing the level of high-quality transit service in
the county were recently adopted or are in various
stages of long-range planning or implementation.
These initiatives and supportive proposed policy
changes are described below.
Montgomery County Transit Corridors
The adopted 2013 Countywide Transit Corridors
Functional Master Plan (CTCFMP) recommends the
corridors depicted in Figure 27 for bus rapid transit
(BRT) service. Several of these BRT corridors are
currently identified for project implementation in
Visualize 2045, the federally required long-range
transportation plan for the National Capital Region.43
These transit corridors traverse Red, Orange and, to
a much lesser degree, Yellow policy areas currently
designated with average delay standards ranging
from 51 to 120 seconds/vehicle for signalized
intersections.
Recommendation 5.8: Increase the
intersection delay standards to 1,700 CLV
and 100 seconds/vehicle for transit corridor
roadways in Orange and Yellow policy areas
to promote multi-modal access to planned
Bus Rapid Transit service in transit corridors.
This proposed change reflects a conceptual “hybrid”
of the average intersection adequacy standards

currently designated for Red and Orange policy
areas. The current applicable standards for other
signalized intersections not located along transit
corridor roadways in these Orange and Yellow
policy areas will be retained. This policy change is
consistent with the recommendation in the recently
adopted 2019 Veirs Mill Corridor Master Plan for
signalized intersections along Veirs Mill Road (MD
586).
This County Growth Policy update recommends the
elimination of the LATR Motor Vehicle Adequacy
test requirement in Red policy areas. As a result, this
proposed 100 seconds/vehicle average intersection
delay policy will not apply to signalized intersections
along transit corridor roadways in Red policy areas.
Table 15 depicts the current and proposed
intersection congestion standards for the transit
corridor roadways that will result from the
application of this policy.
41A key element of the program would be a Biennial Report to be developed
during the spring of each odd-numbered year and incorporated with biennial
status reports that help inform development of the County Executive’s biennial Capital Improvement Program during the following fall.
42 A comprehensive transportation analysis that will identify and recommend
for County Council approval and action specific projects and services necessary to promote adequate transportation service
43 Montgomery County BRT projects identified in Visualize 2045 are US 29,
MD 355, New Hampshire Avenue, Randolph Road and the Corridor Cities
Transitway
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Figure 27. Recommended Transit Corridors Identified in the Countywide Transit Corridors Functional Master
Plan, 2013.
1

Georgia Avenue North

2

Georgia Avenue South

3

MD 355 North

4

MD 355 South

5

New Hampshire Avenue

6

North Bethesda Transitway

7

Randolph Road

8

University Boulevard

9

US 29

10

Veirs Mill Road

CCT Corridor Cities Transitway

Notes for Table 15:
(1) Proposed policy would not apply to roadway segments traversing Red policy areas. Pursuant to Recommendation
5.6, the LATR intersection congestion standard in Red policy areas is proposed to be eliminated.
(2) Proposed intersection congestion standard policy change would be consistent with the State Highway
Administration’s planned road diet along Old Georgetown Road.
(3) Proposed policy already established on this roadway pursuant to recommendation of the adopted 2019 Veirs Mill
Corridor Master Plan.
(4) Much of the Corridor Cities Transitway alignment south of Metropolitan Grove is within the municipalities of
Gaithersburg and Rockville, which administer their own adequate public facilities policies. As a result, this proposed
policy will not apply to roadways within the municipal rights of way.
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Table 15. Proposed Transit Corridor Roadway Congestion Standards (for signalized intersections).
Policy
Area
Category

Current
Congestion
Standard
(secs/veh)

Proposed
Congestion
Standard
(secs/veh)

Transit Corridor Roadway (1)

Policy Area(s) Traversed

1.

Georgia Avenue North

Olney
Aspen Hill

Yellow
Yellow

55
59

100

2.

Georgia Avenue South

Kensington/Wheaton
Silver Spring/Takoma Park

Orange
Orange

80
80

100

3.

MD 355 North

Clarksburg
Clarksburg Town Center
Germantown East
Germantown Town Center
Gaithersburg City
Rockville City

Yellow
Orange
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Orange

51
63
51
63
51
63

100

4.

MD 355 South

Rockville City
North Bethesda
Bethesda/Chevy Chase

Orange
Orange
Orange

63
71
80

100

5.

New Hampshire Avenue

Fairland/Colesville
White Oak

Yellow
Orange

59
80

100

6.

North Bethesda Transitway:
Old Georgetown Road (2)
Rock Spring Drive

North Bethesda

Orange

71

100

7.

Randolph Road

Kensington/Wheaton
White Oak

Orange
Orange

80
80

100

8.

University Boulevard

Kensington/Wheaton
Silver Spring/Takoma Park

Orange
Orange

80
80

100

9.

US 29

Burtonsville Town Center
Fairland/Colesville
White Oak
Kensington/Wheaton
Silver Spring/Takoma Park

Orange
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Orange

71
59
80
80
80

100

10.

Veirs Mill Road (3)

Kensington/Wheaton
Aspen Hill
North Bethesda
Rockville City

Orange
Yellow
Orange
Orange

80
59
71
63

100

11.

Corridor Cities Transitway (4):
Century Boulevard
Observation Drive

Germantown West
Germantown Town Center
Germantown East
Clarksburg

Yellow
Orange
Yellow
Yellow

51
63
51
51

100
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The Purple Line
Construction is currently underway for the Purple
Line (Montgomery County alignment depicted
in Figure 28 below), a proposed 16-mile light rail
transit (LRT) line with 21 stations, which will run
from Bethesda to New Carrollton and provide direct
connections to Metrorail, local and inter-city bus,
the MARC train and Amtrak. This project will serve
as an east-west route connector for Montgomery
and Prince George’s counties. Completion of
construction is anticipated in 2023.
The Purple Line alignment traverses three areas
currently designated as Purple Line station policy
areas, where planned Purple Line transit service
should be leveraged to support transit-oriented
development:
• Long Branch (Policy Area 20),
• Takoma/Langley (Policy Area 34), and
• Chevy Chase Lake (Policy Area 5).

Figure 28. Montgomery County Purple Line Alignment
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As described in Recommendations 5.18 and 5.19,
this Planning Board proposes the establishment of
two new Purple Line station policy areas, which are
also traversed by the Purple Line alignment:
• Lyttonsville/Woodside (Policy Area 40) and
• Dale Drive/Manchester Place (Policy Area 41),
Currently, these Purple Line Station policy areas
are categorized as orange – consistent with their
“parent” Bethesda/Chevy Chase and Silver Spring/
Takoma Park policy areas. In recognition of
the availability of improved transit service and
development potential the Purple Line will bring to
the Purple Line Station policy areas, a change in how
these areas are categorized in the County Growth
Policy is warranted. The proposed new Purple Line
Station policy areas should be categorized similarly.
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Recommendation 5.9: Place all Purple Line Station policy areas (existing and proposed) in the Red
policy area category.
Figure 29 identifies the location of the updated transportation policy area categories, reflecting Planning
Board recommendations, including the new Purple Line station areas.
Figure 29. Proposed New Purple Line Station Policy Areas .

5
20
34
40
41

Purple Line Station Areas (Red)
Chevy Chase Lake
Long Branch
Takoma/Langley
Lyttonsville/Woodside
Dale Drive/Manchester Place

Recommendation 5.10: Continue producing
the Travel Monitoring Report (formerly the
Mobility Assessment Report) on a biennial
schedule as a key travel monitoring element
of the County Growth Policy.

This recommendation recognizes and supports the
need for increased reliance on travel monitoring
requirements going forward in response to the
proposed changes to LATR transportation study
requirements.

The Travel Monitoring Report (formerly the Mobility
Assessment Report) is a biannual monitoring
report that summarizes transportation datasets
to track and measure various mobility metrics in
Montgomery County. A key purpose of the report is
to inform residents and public officials of how the
transportation system is changing, evolving, and
performing within the county.
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Re-introduction of a Policy Area-level Review for Master Planning
Ideally, every master plan balances its proposed
land use with its proposed transportation network
and services. For more than two decades, the county
defined this “balance” as what is needed to meet the
current adequate public facilities (APF) requirements
as described in the Subdivision Staging Policy
(SSP). Achieving this balance in a master plan is
not an academic exercise; if a plan is not balanced,
then at some point a proposed master-planned
development will be unable to proceed because it
has no means to meet the APF requirements.
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The adopted 2016-2020 SSP eliminated the policy
area-level transportation adequacy test, largely due
to the desire to streamline the subdivision review
process. The LATR transportation adequacy test
was retained and updated in the 2016-2020 SSP to
reflect traffic congestion standards for signalized
intersections in Montgomery County policy areas
based on volume/capacity ratio (using the Highway
Capacity Manual method), which translates to an
average vehicle delay measured in seconds/vehicle
and equivalent level of service (LOS) for automobile
travel.
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To determine whether or not a master plan is in
balance, the County Council applies the LATR
transportation adequacy test in the context of a
long-range planning horizon (typically 20 to 25
years into the future). This test (as described in
the Vision Zero integration into LATR discussion
provided above) evaluates the traffic generated
by master-planned development buildout in
combination with a transportation network that
assumes certain intersection improvements.
This analysis methodology has utility when used
to evaluate local transportation adequacy for a
subdivision application in a Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) planning horizon context (i.e., five
to six years into the future). However, the utility of
this approach raises some concerns when used to
evaluate transportation adequacy for master plans/
sector plans in the context of a long-range planning
horizon, including:
• No Consideration of Areawide Effects: The
current HCM-based LATR analysis process is
limited to the evaluation of the local signalized
intersection roadway network within a master
plan study area to assess the adequacy of
the master-planned transportation system to
accommodate master-plan recommended
land use development. However, this process
does not help understand the implications of
master plan recommendations in a broader
areawide context. Conventional intersection-

based analysis also typically emphasizes the
additive nature of automobile trips generated
by land use development. However, wellplanned land use development also has the
potential to change trip distribution patterns,
to shorten trips, and to shift the mode of travel
by providing new destination options in closer
proximity.
• Limited Confidence in Analysis Results:
The application of the HCM intersection
delay analysis process is appropriate in the
context of a CIP planning horizon (five to six
years) when traffic signal-phasing and signaltiming operations parameters used as key
analysis inputs can be generally assumed
with confidence rather than in a long-term
master-planning horizon (20-25 years) when
assumptions pertaining to these parameters
are far more speculative. As a result, the
confidence associated with projecting accurate
estimates of intersection delay in the context of
a long-term master-planning horizon is limited.
The following recommendations focus on reintroducing a policy area-level transportation
adequacy review process for the evaluation of
master plans and sector plans to address the
concerns cited above associated with using LATR
for this purpose.

Policy Area Review
Following are recommendations pertaining to
alternative areawide transportation adequacy
review approaches to replace the current LATRbased approach used to evaluate the transportation
adequacy of master plans. The tests best suited for
each master plan may vary, however, the Planning
Boards recommends including each of these in the
evaluation toolbox.
Thresholds for the proposed metrics are typically
set at a value greater or less than the future baseline
conditions. Future baseline conditions currently
reflect the modeled land use program for the year
2040, including the Metropolitan Washington

Council of Governments’ (MWCOG) cooperative
forecasts and any adopted master plans, as well
as any programmed transportation improvements
for the year 2040. These may be revised as plans
are updated. In the case of the Low-Stress Bike
Accessibility metric, the 2018 Montgomery County
Bicycle Master Plan provides the bicycle network
baseline, while land use changes would reflect the
MWCOG cooperative forecasts and any adopted
master plans.
Any changes contemplated in an evaluated master
plan will be compared against conditions in the
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region in the absence of the changes contemplated
in the master plan under evaluation using the
information available at the time of evaluation. This
comparison to future baseline is used to evaluate
whether the master plan under evaluation continues
to provide the same level (or an improved level)
of public-facility adequacy relative to a previously
adopted plan.
A high-level overview of calculation methodologies
is described below for purposes of illustrating the
meaning of the metrics. Montgomery Planning
anticipates retaining the flexibility to adjust the
specific calculation approach at the time of master
plan evaluation, including sensitivity to the rounding
of threshold values.
Finally, application example discussions are
provided for each metric. These examples do not
reflect complete, calculated results from model runs,
they are designed to illustrate how the metrics might
play out in practice.
Auto and Transit Accessibility
Recommendation 5.11: The proposed auto
and transit accessibility metric is the average
number of jobs that can be reached within a
45-minute travel time by automobile or walk
access transit.
This metric indicates accessibility to destinations
and better reflects existing and planned multimodal travel options and transit-supportive
land use densities, and better aligns growth
with the provision of adequate public facilities.
This metric can also demonstrate accessibility
tradeoffs of new destination options, increased
density of development, increased congestion and
transportation network changes.
As the number of jobs in the region grows, each
county resident will have access to more jobs.
With increasing traffic congestion, job accessibility
in some policy areas will slightly decrease. As
long as these policy areas already have above
average access to jobs, the net effect of adding
more residents to those policy areas is to increase
average jobs accessibility – thereby encouraging
development in more accessible locations.

Auto and transit accessibility must meet or exceed
future baseline conditions. The threshold proposed
for auto and transit accessibility is the average
number of jobs accessible within 45 minutes for
future baseline conditions. Montgomery County’s
regional travel demand model known as “Travel/4,”44
provides “skims,” which are tables representing the
auto and transit time needed to travel from each
transportation analysis zone (TAZ) to every other TAZ
in the modeled region. For each TAZ, the number
of jobs accessible to that TAZ is equal to the sum of
the number of jobs in that TAZ with a skim value less
than or equal to 45 minutes. These values are then
averaged for all of Montgomery County, weighted
by the population of each TAZ to reflect the average
number of jobs accessible to a Montgomery County
resident. When calculated using the Travel/4 model
in February 2020, these values were:
• 1,159,950 jobs on average accessible within
45 minutes by auto
• 134,160 jobs on average accessible within
45 minutes by transit
Hypothetical Application Example – Clarksburg
(Yellow Policy Area)
A proposed master plan for Clarksburg contemplates
the addition of significantly more housing than
included in the future baseline, with all other
considerations being equal. Because Clarksburg has
lower average values of both jobs accessible by auto
within 45 minutes (349,250) and jobs accessible by
transit (850) than the Montgomery County average, it
is likely that this increase in residents will reduce the
Montgomery County average and the master plan
will not meet the thresholds. To meet the thresholds,
Clarksburg does not need to reach the Montgomery
County average; it just needs to maintain or improve
the overall Montgomery County average.
What are examples of the ways the master plan
could be modified to improve the county average
and demonstrate adequacy?
44 Travel/4 is a Montgomery County-focused adaptation of the regional travel
demand model used by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Govern-
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• Improve the jobs/housing balance by adding
jobs and housing. This will increase auto
accessibility to jobs within Clarksburg, but also
improve access for all areas within 45 minutes
of where the jobs are added, which will likely
improve the county’s average auto access to
jobs.
• If in the example above the jobs are also added
near the limited existing transit service within
the Clarksburg policy area, it may also improve
the county’s average transit access to jobs.
• Add transit service to connect the new housing
(or other existing housing in the master plan
area) to jobs. This will improve the county’s
average transit access to jobs.
Hypothetical Application Example – Wheaton
Central Business District (Red Policy Area)
A proposed master plan for the Wheaton Central
Business District (CBD) contemplates the addition
of significantly more housing than included in
the future baseline, with all other considerations
being equal. In a relatively dense and congested
location, adding development may slightly reduce

the auto travel shed- the area accessible by auto
within a given amount of time – thereby reducing
the jobs accessible by auto. However, because the
Wheaton CBD has lower average values of both jobs
accessible by auto within 45 minutes (1,713,440)
and jobs accessible by transit (492,900) than the
Montgomery County average, it is likely that this
increase in residents will improve the county average
and the master plan will meet the thresholds.
If, however, the increased congestion reduces auto
accessibility for residents elsewhere in the county to
the extent that it reduces overall county job access
by auto, adjustments to the land use program
or transportation network may be necessary to
maintain or improve auto accessibility.
Auto and Transit Travel Times
Recommendation 5.12: The proposed metric
for auto and transit travel times is average
time per trip, considering all trip purposes.
This metric indicates the total amount of time spent
traveling per trip and is a more intuitive measure
of travel time burden than intersection delay.
Changes in transportation service and facilities in
a policy area affect travel times not only for that
policy area but also for much of the county. Traffic
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congestion may increase, but effects on travel times
for individual trips may be offset by changes to
trip distribution patterns and shorter trip distances
afforded by new destination options in closer
proximity.
Auto and transit travel times must not exceed future
baseline conditions. The threshold proposed for
policy area-level analysis is average travel time per
trip (all trips) for the future baseline. The Travel/4
model provides the duration of each trip and the
metric is a simple average of all Montgomery County
trips. When calculated using the Travel/4 model in
February 2020, these values were:
• 18.8 minutes for auto
• 51.7 minutes for transit
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per Capita
Recommendation 5.13: The proposed metric
for vehicle miles traveled per capita is daily
miles traveled per “service population,”
where “service population” is the sum of
population and total employment for a
particular TAZ.
This metric, indicative of the total amount of driving
per person, assesses how well people’s needs can be
met without traveling by car and prescribes a more

efficient use of space. Changes in transportation
service and facilities in a policy area affect VMT not
only for that policy area but also for other parts of
the county. VMT per capita (demonstrated in Figure
30) will reflect changes in trip distribution patterns,
trip lengths, and shifts in mode of travel due to
changing destination options.
Vehicle miles traveled per capita must not exceed
future baseline conditions. The threshold proposed
for policy area-level analysis is daily vehicle miles
traveled per “service population” for the future
baseline. The Travel/4 model provides matrices
of the total number of vehicle trips between TAZs
and “skims” of the length (distance) of those trips.
Combining the two results in VMT, which is then
divided by the “service population” of each TAZ to
estimate VMT per capita. The VMT per capita metric
includes 100 percent of miles traveled for trips
that both start and end in Montgomery County, 50
percent of the mile traveled that either begin or end
in Montgomery County, zero percent of the miles
traveled for trips that only pass through Montgomery
County (See Figure 31). VMT per capita can then
be aggregated to the county level using an average
weighted by “service population.” When calculated
using the Travel/4 model in February 2020, the
threshold value was 12.4 VMT per capita.

Figure 30. Calculation of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per Capita.
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Figure 31. Montgomery County Vehicle Miles Traveled.

Non-Auto Driver Mode Share (NADMS)
Recommendation 5.14: The proposed
metric for non-auto driver mode share is the
percentage of non-auto driver trips (i.e., HOV,
transit and nonmotorized trips) for trips of all
purposes.

Low-Stress Bicycle Accessibility
Recommendation 5.15: The proposed metric
for bicycle accessibility is the Countywide
Connectivity metric documented in the 2018
Montgomery County Bicycle Master Plan
(page 200).

This metric is indicative of the use of non-auto
modal options for all trips and reflective of the
degree to which master plan recommended NADMS
goals are achieved. Changes in transportation
service and facilities in a policy area affect mode
choice decisions not only for that policy area but
also for other parts of the county.

This metric estimates the percentage of potential
bicycle trips that can be made on a low-stress
bicycling network that is “appropriate for most
adults” or “appropriate for most children.”
This metric is indicative of bike accessibility to
destinations in the county and is a proxy for safe
segment and crossing connectivity. The threshold
proposed for policy area analysis is a Countywide
Connectivity percentage greater than or equal to the
value calculated for the Bicycle Master Plan buildout
(estimated at 80.0 percent in the Bicycle Master Plan,
but subject to annual adjustments).

Non-auto driver mode share must meet or exceed
future baseline conditions. The threshold proposed
for policy area-level analysis is the percentage of
non-auto driver trips for the future baseline. The
Travel/4 model provides estimates of the number
of trips by each mode, including SOV, HOV2, HOV3+,
transit, and nonmotorized (combined pedestrian
and bicycle trips). NADMS is estimated as the total
share of all person trips by HOV2, HOV3+, transit and
nonmotorized modes. When calculated using the
Travel/4 model in February 2020, the threshold value
was 46 percent NADMS.
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Policy Area Designations
The following subsections describe
recommendations pertaining to policy area
boundary designations of two Metro Station Policy
Areas and two proposed new Purple Line Stations
policy areas.
Forest Glen Metro Station Area Boundary
Establishment
Recommendation 5.16: Define the boundary
of the Forest Glen Metro Station Policy Area.
In accordance with a provision in the resolution
approving the recently adopted Forest Glen/
Montgomery Hills Sector Plan, the precise boundary
of the new Forest Glen Metro Station Policy Area
is to be determined as part of the 2020 County
Growth Policy. The proposed boundary of this
MSPA, as depicted in Figure 32, generally mirrors
the boundary of the Forest Glen/Montgomery Hills
Sector Plan between Medical Park Drive and 16th
Street.

Grosvenor Metro Station Area Boundary Change
Recommendation 5.17: Expand the
boundary of the Grosvenor Metro Station
Policy Area.
The R-60 zoned Academy of the Holy Cross and Saint
Angela Hall properties abutting the northeast end of
the Grosvenor MSPA are contemplated to be rezoned
to accommodate residential development. As a
parallel action, the Planning Board recommends
these properties are incorporated within the
boundary of this policy area as depicted in Figure 33.
Figure 33. Expanded Grosvenor Metro Station
Policy Area.

Figure 32. Forest Glen Metro Station Policy Area.

Lyttonsville/Woodside Purple Line Station Area
Establishment
Recommendation 5.18: Establish the
proposed Lyttonsville/Woodside Purple Line
Station policy area as a Red policy area.
As depicted in Figure 34, the proposed Lyttonsville/
Woodside Purple Line Station policy area combines
the Greater Lyttonsville Sector Plan area and the
roughly ½ mile walkshed surrounding the planned
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16th Street/Woodside Purple Line station into a
single policy area. Consistent with the categorization
proposed for the currently designated Purple
Line Station policy areas, the Planning Board
recommends the categorization of this policy area as
Red.

policy areas, the Planning Board recommends the
categorization of this policy area as Red.
Figure 35. Proposed Dale Drive/Manchester Place
Purple Line Station Policy Area.

Figure 34. Proposed Lyttonsville/Woodside
Purple Line Station Policy Area.

Dale Drive/Manchester Place Purple Line Station
Area Establishment
Recommendation 5.19: Establish the
proposed Dale Drive/Manchester Place
Purple Line Station policy area as a Red
policy area.
As depicted in Figure 35, the proposed Dale Drive/
Manchester Place Purple Line Station area generally
combines the respective ½ mile walksheds
surrounding the planned Dale Drive and Manchester
Place Purple Line stations into a single policy
area. Consistent with the categorization proposed
for the currently designated Purple Line Station
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CHAPTER SIX

TAX RECOMMENDATIONS
Private developers share the responsibility of investing in public schools and roads by paying impact taxes for
both. Traditionally, updates to the Subdivision Staging Policy have been conducted concurrently with reviews
of development impact taxes. A frequent refrain heard from various stakeholders is the need to generate
more funding for the MCPS capital budget. Impact taxes play a role, funding approximately 8 percent of
the MCPS capital budget in both FY19 and FY20. Figure 36 demonstrates the amount of both school and
transportation impact taxes collected over the last eight years.
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36. Development Impact Taxes Collected Annually, FY12-FY19.
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Transportation Impact Taxes

School Impact Taxes
Currently, developers pay school impact taxes on
all new residential development, whether or not
the schools in the area of development are over
capacity. The school impact tax helps pay for the
construction or expansion of school facilities across
the entire county and is currently calculated at 120
percent of the cost of each additional student seat
generated by a new housing unit. In addition to the
120 percent factor, the current tax calculation uses
countywide student generation rates, by dwelling
type, and per student school construction costs
provided by MCPS.
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Recommendation 6.1: Change the
calculation of school impact taxes to include
one tax rate for all multifamily units, in both
low-rise and high-rise buildings, based on the
student generation rate for multifamily units
built since 1990.
The school impact taxes currently include two
different impact taxes for multifamily housing, one
for high-rise buildings (five stories or more), and
one for low-rise (four stories or less). Montgomery
Planning recommends charging one impact tax for
multifamily regardless if the units are in low-rise or
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high-rise buildings. As discussed earlier in Chapter 4,
there is no distinguishable difference in the student
generation rates of low-rise and high-rise multifamily
units constructed since 1990. This recommendation
is consistent with Recommendation 4.13 pertaining
to updated student generation rates.
Recommendation 6.2: Calculate standard
school impact taxes at 100% of the cost of
a student seat using School Impact Area
student generation rates. Apply discount
factors to single-family attached and
multifamily units to incentivize growth in
certain desired growth and investment areas.
Maintain the current 120% factor within the
Agricultural Reserve Zone.
In 2016, the County Council changed the calculation
of impact taxes, which had previously been
calculated at 90 percent of the cost of a student
seat, to be calculated at 120 percent of the cost of a
student seat. This was done, in part, to compensate
for elimination of additional developer payments,
that were required when a cluster exceeded
certain projected utilization thresholds. With the
introduction of Utilization Premium Payments
(see Recommendation 4.16) for schools that are
identified as overcrowded, the Planning Board
recommends setting the calculation of the standard
school impact tax rates using a 100 percent factor.
The Montgomery County Housing Needs
Assessment demonstrated that housing cost
burden, defined as households who pay more
than 30 percent of their income for housing, is
rising within the county’s transit corridors – many
of which connect the county’s Activity Centers.45
Activity Centers are typically where future housing
growth is directed due to proximity to multi-modal
transportation and employment centers. Some
Activity Centers, however, are not projected for
growth and others are experiencing large amounts
of growth today without impact tax incentives. The

Planning Board recommends charging 60 percent
of the school impact tax for single-family attached
(townhouse) and multifamily development in
desired growth and investment areas. This would
include all Activity Centers located within Infill and
Turnover Impact Areas, except for the following:
• Olney Activity Center (large area, little growth,
not projected for large amounts of growth);
• Kensington Activity Center (large area, little
growth, not projected for large amounts of
growth);
• NIH Walter Reed Activity Center (little growth,
not projected for large amounts of growth);
• Bethesda Activity Center (already experiencing
high levels of growth); and
• Clarksburg Activity Center (already
experiencing high levels of growth).
In addition to the select Activity Centers, the
Planning Board recommends providing the
discounted school impact taxes to development
on parcels within a 500 foot buffer of an existing
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line or planned BRT line
with construction funding included in the county’s
adopted Capital Improvements Program. At this
point in time, this includes the planned BRT
routes along US 29, MD 355 and Veirs Mill Road.
This approach will help encourage a desired
type of growth in these areas by helping to lower
development costs. Not only is this consistent
with smart and sustainable growth principles, it
can help reduce the cost burden in these areas by
both increasing the housing supply generally and
increasing the amount of affordable housing. Figure
37 shows the location of the desired growth and
investment areas relative to the School Impact Areas.

45 Activity Centers are identified by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments in conjunction with local planning agencies. The 23 Montgomery County
Activity Centers are concentrated in urban centers, towns and along major transportation corridors
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Figure 37. Map of School Impact Areas and Designated Growth and Investment Areas.
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Figure 38. Map of School Impact Areas and the AR Zone.
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Maintaining the current 120 percent factor for school impact taxes collected on housing units built within
the Agricultural Reserve zone recognizes that we do not want to encourage growth in these areas. This zone
already limits development density to one unit per 25 acres and does not see large scale development
anyway. Figure 38 shows the location of lands in the Agricultural Reserve zone relative to the School Impact
Areas.
Table 16 provides a comparison of the proposed per unit school impact taxes based on the Planning Board’s
recommendations, compared to the current rates.

Proposed Rates

Table 16. Proposed Context Sensitive School Impact Tax Rates.

Current Countywide Rates
Infill
Standard
Impact Areas
Desired Growth
Standard
Turnover
Desired Growth
Impact Areas
AR Zone
Greenfield
Standard
Impact Areas
AR Zone

Single-family
Detached
$26,207
$19,707
$19,707
$21,582
$21,582
$25,898
$33,809
$40,571

Recommendation 6.3: Allow a school impact
tax credit for any school facility improvement
constructed or funded by a property owner
with MCPS’s agreement.
Impact tax credits are currently available for the
value of dedicated land and any improvements
that add classroom capacity. This recommendation
allows a credit for other school facility condition
improvements (roof replacements, HVAC system
upgrades, etc.) made or paid by the developer.
Recommendation 6.4: Eliminate the current
impact tax surcharge on units larger than
3,500 square feet.
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Single-family
Attached
$27,598
$17,311
$10,387
$23,928
$14,357
$28,714
$28,691
$34,429

Multifamily
Low-Rise
High-Rise
$21,961
$6,113
$4,370
$2,622
$9,688
$5,813
$11,626
$24,898
$29,878

Developers are currently charged an impact tax
premium surcharge of $2.00 for each square foot
of gross floor area that a single-family unit exceeds
3,500 square feet, to a maximum of 8,500 square feet.
As demonstrated in Figure 39, student generation
data show that there is no relationship between the
size of a single-family unit and the number of public
school students generated. In other words, larger
single-family homes do not necessarily generate
more students compared to smaller-sized homes.
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Figure 39. Single-Family Detached Student Generation Rates by Gross Floor Area.
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Figure 40 further highlights the difference between home size above and below three different thresholds:
2,000 square feet, 3,500 square feet and 5,000 square feet. These data demonstrate no connection between
the size of the home and the number of public school students living in the home.

Figure 40. Single-Family Detached Student Generation Rates Above and Below Particular Gross Floor Area
Thresholds.
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Impact Tax Exemptions on Residential Uses
Table 17 identifies the school and transportation impact tax exemptions that currently apply to residential
uses, and indicates which the Planning Board recommends amending.
Table 17. Exemptions to Development Impact Taxes.
Current Exemption

School

Transportation

Recommended

1 Any Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit (MPDU)

Exempt

Exempt

Maintain

Any dwelling unit for which the price or rent charged is
limited for at least 15 years to make the unit affordable
2
to households earning equal to or less than 60% of the
area median income, adjusted for family size

Exempt

Exempt

Maintain

Any Personal Living Quarters unit that meets the price or
Exempt
rent eligibility standards for an MPDU

Exempt

Maintain

3

Any dwelling unit in an Opportunity Housing Project,
4 which meets the price or rent eligibility standards for an
MPDU

Exempt

Exempt

Maintain

Any dwelling unit built by high school students under a
program operated by the Board of Education

Exempt

Exempt

Maintain

Not exempt

Exempt

Maintain

Not exempt

Maintain

Exempt (including
commercial uses)

Amend to
excluded former
Enterprise Zones
and add Qualified
Opportunity Zones

Exempt

Amend to limit
the exemption
and require the
affordable units be
placed in the MPDU
program

5

6 Any farm tenant dwelling

Technically not
Any dwelling unit in a development that is age-restricted
7
exempt, but rate
for seniors 55 and older
set to $0
Any development located in an Enterprise Zone
8 designated by the state or in an area previously
designated as an Enterprise Zone

Any otherwise non-exempt dwelling unit in a
9 development in which at least 25% of the dwelling units
are exempt under number 1, 2, 3 or 4 above

The Planning Board recommends maintaining
the exemptions identified as numbers 1 through 6
above. Exempting impact taxes on these affordable
units helps make them more financially viable to
the developer and supports the construction of
affordable housing in the county.
Communities that are age-restricted for residents
55 and older can still have school-aged residents,
although a quick review of 2018 countywide
enrollment data revealed that there are very few
MCPS students residing in age-restricted units.
The need for housing that meets the needs of
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Exempt

Exempt

older adults, however, will grow significantly in
Montgomery County in the years to come, largely
because of the aging baby boom generation
population increasing the county’s already large
base of residents 55 and older.
The Planning Board does have recommendations
on the final two exemptions pertaining to Enterprise
Zones and providing 25 percent affordable units,
described below.
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Enterprise Zone Exemptions
The Maryland Enterprise Zone program designates
areas of the state meeting certain requirements as
targets for employment growth. A business owner in
an Enterprise Zone may apply for income tax credits
based on the number of jobs created by the business
within the zone. Property tax credits are also
available for businesses that hire new employees
or invest in capital improvements. The Enterprise
Zone designations are for a period of 10 years. In
Montgomery County there are former Enterprise
Zones in Wheaton (expired in 2019) and the Silver
Spring CBD (expired in 2006), and current Enterprise
Zones in Olde Towne Gaithersburg (expires in 2028),
Glenmont (expires in 2023), Long Branch/Takoma
Park (expires in 2023), and Burtonsville/Briggs
Chaney (expires in 2027).
Recommendation 6.5: Eliminate the current
impact tax exemptions for development in
former Enterprise Zones.
The purpose behind exempting Enterprise Zones
from impact taxes was to encourage revitalization
and support economic growth within the zone by
making development more affordable. In 2007, the
County Council increased the transportation and
school impact taxes significantly. Recognizing that
the Silver Spring CBD’s Enterprise Zone designation
had recently expired, and the district was only just
beginning to experience the desired redevelopment,
the Council chose to extend the impact tax
exemptions to former Enterprise Zones. Fourteen
years have passed since the expiration of the Silver
Spring CBD Enterprise Zone designation, and both
Silver Spring and Wheaton have experienced strong
revitalization efforts.

impact taxes are lowest. Therefore, reintroducing
impact taxes to these former Enterprise Zones is
not expected to hinder development in either area
but will help generate funds needed to support the
school and transportation CIP projects from which
these areas benefit.
Opportunity Zone Exemptions
An Opportunity Zone is an economically distressed
community where private investments may be
eligible for capital gain tax incentives. They were
created in 2017 as part of the federal Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act. The program requires state-nominated
areas to be certified by the US Treasury Department.
There are 14 census tracts in the county that have
been certified as Qualified Opportunity Zones. These
have been aggregated into the areas shown in Figure
41. Once a designation is made, it remains for 10
years.
In many ways these are similar to Enterprise Zones,
which are state designated areas that provide
property tax credits to businesses that create
new jobs. While the Opportunity Zone program
is relatively new, the county can still use the
designations to help target investments, and the
Planning Board recommends incentivizing growth in
these areas by exempting development in Qualified
Opportunity Zones from all impact taxes.
Recommendation 6.6: Any development
located in a Qualified Opportunity Zone
certified by the United States Treasury
Department is exempt from development
impact taxes.

Both former Enterprise Zones are also located
within Desired Growth Areas. The Planning Board
recommends applying an impact tax discount to
development within identified Desired Growth Areas,
as discussed in Recommendation 6.2. Most of both
areas are also located within Qualified Opportunity
Zones. In Recommendation school Infill Impact
Areas and transportation Red Policy Areas, where
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Figure 41. Qualified Opportunity Zones in Montgomery County.

25 Percent Affordable Housing Exemptions
The benefits of Montgomery County’s inclusionary
zoning program, the Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit
(MPDU) Ordinance, are well documented. Enacted in
1973, the MPDU law requires any development with
20 or more residential units to include a minimum
of either 12.5 percent or 15 percent of all units to be
set aside as affordable. The units are rented or sold
to households earning between 65 and 70 percent
of the area median income, which makes them
affordable to households (of four) earning between
$82,000 and $88,000 per year. Currently, over 4,500
MPDUs are under a control period.
The benefits of the units also extend beyond
providing housing for Montgomery County
households. The Century Foundation’s Housing
Policy Is School Policy found that low- and
moderate-income children housed in MPDUs in
Montgomery County and attending lower-poverty
schools significantly outperformed (in reading and
math) their lower- and moderate-income peers that
did not live in MPDUs.
In 2015, the County Council amended the impact
tax law to provide a new exemption based on
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the amount of affordable housing in a project. If
25 percent of the residential units qualify for an
affordable housing impact tax exemption (those
identified as number 1, 2, 3 or 4 in Table 17), then
all residential units in the project receive the
exemption. Since that time, over twenty projects
in various stages of the application process have
either used the waiver or signaled their intent to
do so. Nine projects have gone to building permit
and had a total of over $30 million in transportation
and school impact taxed waived. Six have received
Planning Board approval, and six projects are in
the early stages of the application process but have
signaled their intent to use the waiver. In total, if all
twenty-one projects use the waiver potentially over
$100 million in total impact taxes will have been
waived.46 Of note, together the twenty-one projects
will create over 600 additional MPDUs beyond what
would otherwise have been required. In the past five
years, the MPDU program has created on average
around 220 MPDUs per year (both rental and forsale).
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At least nine of the projects have a homeownership
component, creating affordable and attainable
homeownership opportunities that are sorely
needed. The Montgomery County Housing Needs
Assessment noted that the household income
required to afford the county’s median home value
is higher than the county’s median household
income.47 The Housing Needs Assessment also
noted a receding supply of market-rate units since
2014. In that year, the county had a surplus of 5,700
units affordable to households at 65 percent of AMI.
By 2018, that number receded to a surplus of only
800 units. If this trend continues, there will be a gap
of available units in the 65 percent range. Increased
MPDU production can help fill this anticipated gap.
The MPDU program also helps fill a critical need for
households earning below 60 percent of AMI. Onethird of MPDUs serve households below 60 percent
of AMI, mainly through partnerships with non-profits
and the Housing Opportunities Commission.
The benefit provided to a developer by this
exemption varies by type of unit and by geography
(currently due to the transportation policy areas but
also due to the school impact areas in the future).
Since the adoption of this exemption, the County
Council has also modified the Moderately Price
Dwelling Unit (MPDU) law to increase the MPDU
requirement for new development projects to 15
percent in areas with high median incomes.
Recommendation 6.7: Modify the current
impact tax exemptions applied to all housing
units when a project includes 25% affordable
units to:
1. require the affordable units be placed in
the county’s or a municipality’s MPDU
program, and
2. limit the exemption amount to the lowest
standard impact tax in the county for the
applicable dwelling type.

The Montgomery County Planning Board
recognizes the importance of balancing county
priorities, including affordable housing production
and schools and transportation infrastructure.
The suggested modifications to the impact tax
exemption seek to strike a balance between the
existing county priorities of incentivizing affordable
housing production and ensuring adequate schools
and transportation infrastructure.
Recommendation 6.7 advances the following
amendments to the impact
tax code:
1. Exemption Rate. The exemption is allowed
county-wide for projects that provide 25% MPDUs,
and the exemption is only equal to the lowest
possible standard impact tax rate for unit type.
2. MPDU Program. Requiring the affordable housing
units constructed to be placed in the MPDU
program ensures the control period on the units
is maximized. The MPDU program safeguards the
affordability of rental units for a control period of 99
years, whereas other affordable housing programs
have much shorter control periods.
3. Transition clause. The Planning Board
recommends that amendments made to the impact
tax exemptions apply to any development for which
a preliminary plan application is filed and accepted
after the amendments take effect. (Amendments to
the impact tax rates would apply to any application
for a building permit filed on or after the effect date
of the impact tax bill.)
Figure 42 and Figure 43 demonstrate how the
Board’s proposed revisions to this exemption would
be applied for school and transportation impact
taxes, respectively.

46 These totals are estimated using the current impact tax rates, not the rates proposed in this report by the Planning Board.
47 In 2018, the household income required to afford the median home value was $125,000 and the actual median income was $108,000.
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Figure 42. Application of the 25% MPDU School Impact Tax Exemption.
Infill
Impact Areas
Turnover
Impact Areas
Greenfield
Impact Areas

Standard
Desired Growth
Standard
Desired Growth
AR Zone
Standard
AR Zone

Single-family Detached
Impact Tax
Exemption
To Pay
$19,707
$19,707
$0
$19,707
$19,707
$0
$21,582
$19,707
$1,875
$21,582
$19,707
$1,875
$25,898
$19,707
$6,191
$33,809
$19,707
$14,102
$40,571
$19,707
$20,864

Single-family Attached
Impact Tax
Exemption
$17,311
$17,311
$10,387
$17,311
$23,928
$17,311
$14,357
$17,311
$28,714
$17,311
$28,691
$17,311
$34,429
$17,311

To Pay
$0
$0
$6,617
$0
$11,403
$11,380
$17,118

Impact Tax
$4,370
$2,622
$9,688
$5,813
$11,626
$24,898
$29,878

Multifamily
Exemption
$4,370
$4,370
$4,370
$4,370
$4,370
$4,370
$4,370

To Pay
$0
$0
$5,318
$1,443
$7,256
$20,528
$25,508

Figure 43. Application of the 25% MPDU Transportation Impact Tax Exemption.
Red Policy Area
Orange Policy Area
Yellow Policy Area
Green Policy Area
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Single-family Detached
Impact Tax Exemption
To Pay
$7,838
$7,838
$0
$19,591
$7,838
$11,753
$24,490
$7,838
$16,652
$24,490
$7,838
$16,652

Single-family Attached
Impact Tax Exemption
To Pay
$6,413
$6,413
$0
$16,030
$6,413
$9,617
$20,038
$6,413
$13,625
$20,038
$6,413
$13,625

Multifamily Low-rise
Impact Tax Exemption
To Pay
$4,986
$4,986
$0
$12,465
$4,986
$7,479
$15,582
$4,986
$10,596
$15,582
$4,986
$10,596

Multifamily High-rise
Impact Tax Exemption
To Pay
$3,561
$3,561
$0
$8,904
$3,561
$5,343
$11,130
$3,561
$7,569
$11,130
$3,561
$7,569

Multifamily Senior
Impact Tax Exemption
To Pay
$1,424
$1,424
$0
$3,562
$1,424
$2,138
$4,452
$1,424
$3,028
$4,452
$1,424
$3,028
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Recommendation 6.8: Continue to apply
impact taxes on a net impact basis, providing
a credit for any residential units demolished.
This recommendation affirms the current policy
in response to Bill 34-19 Housing Impact Fairness
Act,48 which would have applied school impact taxes
to single-family homes that replace demolished
homes. Currently, impact taxes are not paid on the
replacement homes, as long as construction on the
new home begins within a year of the demolition of
the original home.
Montgomery Planning analysis of student generation
rates among recently torn down and rebuilt homes
shows that they generate slightly fewer students
on average than other single-family homes that
have recently been sold (regardless of the home’s

age). The 848 replacement homes built across the
county between 2014 and 2018 were generating, on
average, 0.557 students per home, or 20.6 percent
more students per home than the average singlefamily detached home across the county (regardless
of year built), however, a review of single-family
detached homes sold between 2014 and 2018
revealed that they were generating 0.622 student per
home on average in 2018, or 11.7 percent more than
replacement homes.
Furthermore, when a single dwelling unit replaces
another single-dwelling unit, the net housing impact
is zero. Over the life of the new home, it will be
expected to generate as many students on average
in any given year as the original home.

48 Bill 34-19 was introduced on October 15, 2019 by lead sponsor Councilmember Evan Glass and co-sponsor Councilmember Will Jawando. The bill would apply
the school impact tax on certain replacement homes and create an excise tax for replacement homes that exceed the square footage of the original home. The bill
does not alter the applicability of the transportation impact tax. The purpose of the bill is to increase revenue for affordable housing initiatives and public school
capital projects.
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Recordation Tax
The recordation tax is paid on the sale of a property
by the purchaser,49 The tax is progressive in that
the amount paid is based on the sales price of the
property and the rate paid increases at higher sales
prices. The recordation tax is another source of
funding for the MCPS Capital Improvements Program
(CIP). In recent years, it has generated more revenue
for the schools CIP than development impact taxes.

portion dedicated to schools was increased from
$1.25 for each $500 increment in sales price to $2.37
(the other changes to the tax are shown in Table 18).
The impact of this change can be seen in Figure 44
as the funding for the schools CIP increased from
$28.8 million in FY2016 to $58.1 million in FY2017.

In May 2016, the County Council adopted Bill 1516, which took effect on September 1, 2016 and
dedicated more funding to the MCPS CIP. The

Millions

Figure 44. Recordation Tax Revenue, FY2010 to FY2019.
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Countywide, Montgomery Planning estimates that more than 70 percent of recent countywide growth
in MCPS enrollment can be attributed to turnover of existing dwelling units. The rate is even higher if
replacement homes are considered turnover instead of new homes.50 Given the large role that single-family
turnover plays in enrollment growth, the Planning Board is recommending a modification to the calculation
49 During the sale of a property, there can sometimes be arrangements that the recordation tax payment is split between the seller and the buyer. The tax is also
paid when a mortgage is refinanced, and the new amount borrowed is higher than the principal remaining on the original mortgage.
50 Replacement homes do not increase the housing supply as it is one new home replacing an older existing home. Sometimes, there is no change in ownership.
But often there is, and that is simply a transfer of improved property from one owner to another and thus should be viewed as turnover.
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of the recordation tax to contribute more funding to
the MCPS capital budget and to further support the
county’s housing priorities.
Recommendation 6.9: Incorporate
progressive modifications into calculation
of the Recordation Tax to provide additional
funding for school construction and the
county’s Housing Initiative Fund.
The Recordation Tax is a progressive tax that is
helps fund numerous initiatives. Table 18 highlights
the current recordation tax steps and rates and the
respective funding targets and compares these to
the recommended modifications. Currently, the
recordation tax provides $2.37 to the MCPS CIP for
every $500 interval (or part thereof) above $100,000
in sales price. The Planning Board recommends
increasing that component by 50 cents to $2.87.
Additionally, the Board recommends adding a
new 50 cent charge earmarked for the MCPS CIP
for every $500 interval above $500,000. To help
make homeownership attainable to more people,
the Planning Board recommends increasing the
recordation tax exemption for first-time homebuyers
from the first $100,000 in sales price to the first
$500,000.
The Planning Board also recognizes the increasing
need for rental assistance, which is funded through
the Housing Initiative Fund. The Montgomery County
Housing Needs Assessment noted that the number
of cost burdened households in Montgomery County
has increased by almost 10,000 households since

2009.
The Housing Initiative Fund (HIF) is a locally funded
housing trust fund that receives revenue from a
variety of sources including loan repayments and
property tax revenue. Administered by Montgomery
County’s Department of Housing and Community
Affairs, the fund provides loans to the Housing
Opportunities Commission (HOC), nonprofit
developers, experienced rental property owners,
and for-profit developers to build new housing
units, renovate deteriorated multifamily housing
developments, preserve existing affordable housing,
and provide housing for people with disabilities.
The portion of the Recordation Tax that supports the
HIF must be used for rental assistance to low- and
moderate-income households. These revenues are
used to pay traditional monthly rental subsidies but
can also be used to permanently buy down the cost
of a unit to make it more affordable (for example,
making a unit that would have been affordable to a
household earning 60 percent AMI to one earning 30
percent AMI).
The Planning Board recommends a more
progressive Recordation Tax structure to further
support rental assistance funding through the HIF.
The Board recommends a charge of $1.00 for every
$500 interval in excess of $1 million. The proposed
charge would only be applied to the sale of singlefamily dwelling units (both detached and attached).
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Table 18. Past, Current and Proposed Changes to the Recordation Tax.
Prior to
September 1, 2016

Exemptions

For each $500 that
the sales price
exceeds $100,000

Current
Recordation Tax

For each $500 that
the sales price of a
single-family home
exceeds $1 million

• First $100,000 of
consideration payable,
if it’s the homebuyer’s
principal residence

• First $50,000 of
consideration payable,
if it’s the homebuyer’s
principal residence

• First $100,000 of
consideration payable,
if it’s the homebuyer’s
principal residence

• $1.25 to the CIP for
schools51

• $2.37 to the MCPS CIP

• $2.87 to the MCPS CIP

• $2.08 to the county’s
general fund

• $2.08 to the county’s
general fund

• $2.20 to the county’s
general fund

For each $500 that
the sales price
exceeds $500,000

Proposed
Recordation Tax

• $1.55 split evenly
between the county
CIP and rental
assistance

• $2.30 split evenly
between the county
CIP and rental
assistance

• Not applicable

• Not applicable

• First $500,000 of
consideration payable,
if the purchaser
is a first-time
homebuyer and it’s the
homebuyer’s principal
residence

• $2.30 split evenly
between the county
CIP and rental
assistance
• $0.50 to the MCPS CIP
• $1.00 to the county’s
Housing Initiative Fund

$31,210

Figure 38. Potential Change to Recordation Tax and Components by Home Sales Price.
$35,000

$11,710

$7,835

$3,960

Potential

$6,935

$3,560

$1,980

Potential

$5,000

$1,780

$10,000

Current

$15,000

$10,310

HIF

$21,460

Rental Assistance

$20,000

$17,060

General CIP

$25,000

Current

Recordation Tax Amount

General Fund

$23,810

MCPS CIP
$30,000

$300,000

$500,000

$750,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

51 Prior to the 2016 amendment, this portion could also be spent on Montgomery College information technology capital projects.
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Current

Potential

Current
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Table 19. Estimated Impact of Proposed Recordation Tax Changes by Home Sales Price.
Home Sales Price
$300,000

$500,000

$750,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

Tax Increase

11%

11%

13%

14%

26%

31%

Tax Increase Amount

$200

$400

$900

$1,400

$4,400

$7,400

Increase as Share of Price

0.07%

0.13%

0.12%

0.14%

0.29%

0.37%

21%

21%

29%

33%

36%

38%

MCPS Funding Increase

Figure 38 and Table 19 demonstrate the impacts
of the proposed changes on the recordation tax
applied to homes sold at various price points. While
all price points will pay more, the amount of the
increase is larger for the higher priced homes. While
these calculations account for the exemption on the
first $100,000 of a principal residence, it does not
account for potential reductions in recordation tax
charges due to the proposed exemption for first-time
homebuyers.

Based on the actual recordation tax revenue
reported by the Montgomery County Department
of Finance, Montgomery Planning has roughly
estimated that the proposed changes would have
generated approximately $20 million more in
revenue for school construction in FY19 (this does
not account for offsets from the proposed first-time
homebuyer exemption). A more detailed analysis,
including the impact of the proposed HIF portion will
be conducted by the Department of Finance as the
proposed changes advance through the legislative
process.
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